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JWB FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
Tuesday, June 5, 2018
1:30 PM
Juvenile Welfare Board
14155 58th Street North
Conference Room 191
Clearwater, FL 33760

AGENDA
I. ACTION
A. FY19 Draft Budget
B. Approve Administrative Services Request for Proposals
C. Allocation Increase for myON® Reading Platform
II. DISCUSSION
A. Quality Early Learning Expansion Site Request for Qualifications
B. Program Financial Monitoring
III. OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board Finance Committee welcomes input from the public.
Public Presentation Procedures are available to assist with addressing the Board.
Requests for special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda.
IV. ADJOURN
Future Meetings
JWB Board Meeting
Thursday, June 14, 2018 @ 9:00 AM
Finance Committee Meetings:
Wednesday, August 22, 2018 @ 2:00 PM

Notice: These meetings are subject to audio and video recording at any time.

Board of Directors Meeting
June 5, 2018
FY19 Draft Budget
Item I.A.
Recommended Action:

Discussion Only
1. FY19 Budget of $94,543,310 with a proposed millage rate of .8981
2. Five-Year Forecast

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Funding for Results through Program and Services

The FY19 budget was developed on a foundation of alignment to the strategic plan, and with
consideration of multi-year forecasting. This approach allows for logical and financially viable
budgetary decisions.
JWB’s primary source of revenue is from property taxes. In FY16, property values county-wide
increased by 6.78% over FY15, in FY17 it increased by another 7.35% over FY16, and in FY18 it
increased by another 7.97%. The current estimate of taxable property values for FY19 is an additional
increase of 7.90% over FY18. A continued millage rate of .8981 increases the calculated ad valorem
revenue by approximately $4.97 million to $69,094,133. As a result, staff recommend the following
budget parameters:


$867,908 (3% COLA) for eligible program positions funded by JWB in order to maintain
service levels and program quality. The last adjustment provided by JWB was a 3% cost-ofliving adjustment (COLA) in FY18.



$1 million for non-recurring funding of non-operating and capital purchases to improve the
administrative and service delivery infrastructure for agencies who serve Pinellas County
children.



$2.75 million for future programming enhancements or expansion of existing JWB projects
and / or support for existing programs impacted by Federal and / or State budget cuts.



JWB Admin: 3% COLA for JWB staff to maintain a compensation structure that can attract
and retain quality employees. Fringe Benefits are projected to increase 6.77% for a total
increase of $106,233 for FY19.

Attachments: FY18 Budget
Five-Year Forecast
Staff Resources: Brian Jaruszewski
Diana Carro
John Ondrovic
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Summary
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

Current Budget with Prior Year Comparison
-ZT-f

o

Amended

Amended

Proposed

BUDGET

BUDGET
FYIS

BUDGET

from

FYI9

Prior Year

FYIT

R"*.*./

Erpenditures
Total

REVENUES

61,323,488

66,107,t70

97.00%

97.00%

71,231,064
97.00%

59,483,7t3

64,124,634
250,000

69,094,133
600,000

.75o/o

73.08o/o

140.00Yo

0.63%

II

2t,tt1

0.00%

0.02o/o

276,000

320,580

314,180

-2.00o/o

0.33Yo

TOTAL REVENUES

59,856,783

&,'116,325

70,029,424

8.21o/o

74.07o/o

Beginning Fund Balance

I 8,1

19,488,691

24,5 I 3,886

25.79o/o

25.93%

12.28o/o

100.00%

Property Taxes
Budgeted at:
Property Taxes

75,000
22,000

lnterest
Rent

contributions

TOTAI REVENUES & FUND BAI.ANCES

2l,l

91,890

94,543,310

84,205,016

_-_1t,04t,673_

'1

EXPENDITURES

Children and Famllv Programs
Children and Family Services
School Readiness

9,87s,898

l I,041,951

I I,144,90 I

0.gt%o

1

6,80s,555

3.09o/o

18.33o/o

21,609,046

[r,325,628
22,t46,79r

2.49o/o

23.43o/o

't,334,9r5

r 1,0s0,914

s0.66%

rt.69%

2,652,976

2,750,000

3.660/o

2,9r%

3s0,000
s00,000

2.92o/o

0.37%

0.00%

0.53o/o

4.030io

8.08%

School Success

14,928,38s

1

Prevention of Child Abuse & Neglect
Strengthening Community

2r,'t t8,969
6,036,734

Future ProSramming
Administrative Services (ASo)

315,686

340,062

Contingency

500,000

500,000

7,091,348
2,183,036

'7,344,256

General Government

| .'19o/o

62,650,056

69,962,699

7,640,106
2,210,054
75,1 I 8,394

178,3'l I

r82,',r36

93,039

49.09Yo

0.10%

I,000

1,000

l,000

0.00%

0.00%

Cash Flow Reserve (2 months)

10, I 82,350

r1,652,'.746

13.24o/o

Remaining Unassigned
Total Ending Fund Balance

2,405,835
14,242,317

12,519,732
6,811,144
19,424,915

7.44%

5,036,897
15,398,617

l83.llo/o

7.20yo

36.39o/o

20.55%

Administration
Non-Administration
TOTAT EXPENDITURES

2,333,938

Endinl Fund Balance
Non-Spendable
Assigned
Unassigned

TOTAT EXPENDITURES & FUND BAI.ANCE

_7E,04E,673

:

3

E4,205,016

:

94,543,310

-5.31o/o

2.34o/o

'1.370/o

79.45o/o

12.28o/o

:

100.00%

Revenues

JUVENILE WELF'ARE BOARD
Cunent Budget with Prior Year Comparison

MILLAGE RATE:

Amended

Amended

Proposed

BUDGET
FY17

BUDGET
F'YI8

BUDGET
F'YI9

0.8981

0.8981

0.8981

61323,488

Property Taxes
Budgeted at:

PROPERTY TAXES

66,107,870
97.00%

97.00%
59,483,783

u,124,634

71,231,064
97.00%
69,094,133

7o

ofPrior
Year

7.75%
7.75%

INTEREST
Interest Earnings

RENT
Rental Income -

2ll

75,000

250,000

600,000

t40.00%

22,000

2l,l11

2l,lll

0.00%

CONTRIBUTIONS AND DONATIONS

38.680

44.080
276,500
320,580

275,500

-12.25%
-0.36%

Total Contributions

276,000
276.000

3l4,lE0

-2.00"/o

TOTAL SOURCES

59,856,7E3

64,716,325

70,029,424

m%

Beginning Fund Balance

18.191.890

19,488,691

24,513,886

25.79%

78,048,673

84,205,016

94,543310

rn8%

In-kind Intems and Volunteers
Cooperman Bogue Awards and In-kind Advertising

TOTAL REVENUES & F'UND BALANCE
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Children and Farnily Programs

JWENILE WELFARf, BOARD
Current Budget with Prior Year Cornparison

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERWCES

Amended

Amended

Proposed

BUDGET

BUDGET
FYIE

BUDGET

FYIT

FYI9

Percent

of

Focus Area

School Readiness
CASA, INC.
210,246

215,8't4

222,026

1.99"2

I,040,000

I,040,000

720,000-

720,000

1,040,000
720,000

9.33%
6.46%

617,477

6l 8,948

5.s5%

613,145

63 1,539

5.67%

57,200

1.41%

9s7,463
271,032

8.59%

Peacemakem

EARLY LEARNING COALITION OF PINELLAS COUNTY, INC.
Child Care Exrcutive Parhership
Subsidired Child Care Match
Pre K All Day
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

595,286

Pinellas County Licensing Board

OPERATION PA& INC.

44 5q5

I Can Prcblem Solve

I

PARC, rNC.
Discovery kaming Center

666,85 I

936,857

Family Fmus

1

30,1 84

267,000
475,000

32,600
475,000

25,000

25,000

48,600

PINELLAS COUNTY LITERACY ECOSYSTEM INITIATIVE
QUALITY EARLY LEARNING INITIATIVE
QUALITY EARLY LEARNING INITIATIVE TRAINING
R'CLUB CHILD CARE.INC.
926,708

Home lmtnrction for Parents of Preschml Yomgsten (HIPPY)

9\)

2.43%
0.29%
4.26%
0.22%

9)A

8.55%

644,683

664,023
339,924
940,597

5.96%
3.05%

54,000

I,I

08,926

R'Comunity Pride Homeless Early leaming Prcgnm (HELP)

622,179
330,023

Special Seruices

908,202

339,924
924,405

54,000

54,000

306,579
2,584,856

2,650,689

9,095,1 I 4

I 1,041,951

287,708

338,592

407,264

2.35%

628,01 3

75t,656

771,062

4.45%

908,280

968,279

968,279

5.59%

850,597

1,004,47 6

1,207,412

6.97%

458,296

472,045

472,045

2.72%

36r,791

406,140

453,032

2.61%

46,310

59,009

59,009

0.34%

137,082

l4l,t94

141,194

0.81%

,897,014

I,985,687

00,000

100,000

25,000

25,000

trw William

Center for Early lraming

8.4496

ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE
Early Childhmd Education Degree Progmm Scholanhip
UNITED METHODIST COOPERATIVE MINISTRIES' INC.
Children of the World
Quality Early traming lnitiative
Total School Readiness

3r5,776

)

325, I 86
111 411

rr,r44J/f/t

0.48%
2.92%

24.38%
r8.07%

School Success
ARTS 4 LIFE ACADEMY, INC.
Artz 4 Life (cosT)

BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS OF TAMPA BAY' INC.
Comprehensive Mentoring

BOLEY CENTER
Youth Employment Progmm

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF THE SUNCOAST
Comunity Out of School Time (COST)

CHILDREN'S HOME NETWORK
Pinellas Support Team

CITY OF CLEARWATER
City of

Clavater

(COST)

CITY OF DUNEDIN
Prcmise Time

CITY OF LARGO
Promise Time

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
TASCO Center Based Ten Progmms - OST

I

COLLECTIVE INITIATIVE'S
Gmde kvel Rading

I

Mentoring and Tutoring

5

2,088,773
100,000
10,000

12.06%
0.58%
0.06%

Children and Family Programs

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

Amended

Amended

BUDGET

BUDGET

Proposed
BT,]DGET

FYIT

FY18

FY19

Percent

of

Focus Area

School Success cont
COMMTJNITY OUT OF SCHOOL TIME

0.00%

46,020

FAMILY RESOURCf,S, INC.
Intensive Care Management

451,487

YAC Skyview (COST)

FLORIDA AFTf, RSCH(X)L NETWORK
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

10,000

50,000

Pinellas Schml Based Dental Sealant

I

School Based Health Seruices

928,458

0.4t%

7l ,000
507,055
10,000

71,000
<<o <t I

54,500

l 54,500
956,312

0.8994

3,l0l

t.23%

I

956,3t2

10,000

3.23%
0.06%

5.52%

GIRL SCOUTS OF WEST CENTRAL FLORIDA
2l

Girl Scouts of West Central Florida
GULF COAST JEWISH FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES,INC.

0,000

2l

3,1

0l

2l

6s0,563

667,138

683,841

3.95%

Literacy for Faith Based Organizatiom

604,5 l 6
l 09,86 I

673,698
l 09,86 I

688,899

YDF - AIQ\ Al({demy

l 09,86 I

3.96%
0.63%

287,582

350,899

388,466

2.24%

Violence Prevention

JAMES B. SANDERLIN FAMILY SERVICE CI,NTER

L(rcAL COMMUNITY HOUSING CORP
Cops n Kids (COST)

MyOrL LLC
Myon
OST

& PROMISE TIME CURRICULUM LICENSES (CURRICULUM ASSOCIATES)

28,500

28,500

28,500

0.16%

264,000

264,000

264,000

1.52%

90,000

145,486

r48,267

0.86%

269,203

t.55%

I 50,000

l 52,980

0.88,%

5,5t

475,511

2.74%

567,861

3.28%

))1

1.28%

PACE CENTER FOR GIRLS
PACE Center for Girls

PINELLAS COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE POLICE ATIILETIC LEAGUE

lelman

206,817

Sports Complex (COST)

PRESERVE VISION FLORIDA

Scing our Bright Futrc
R'CLUB CHILD CARE,INC.
2 I

I

454,795

st Century Community Leaming Centers

Faimout

50,000

Park

Promise Time

1

49,629

53 l ,534

5s6,401
222,307

\\

Seminole Middle R'Club

47

98,801
9t\

SENIORS IN SERVICE TAMPA BAY

273,386

Foster Gmndparent Prcgmm

SIXTH JUDTCIAL CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA
SUMMER BRIDGE WRAP PiOOL
THE BETHEL COMMTJNITY FOUNDATION

Truncy lntewention Progmm Sewices

10.1

281,588
s35,698

t.63%

tl

535,698

2,187,434

2,18',7,434

2,187,434

12.63%

148,076

209,523

214,243

1.24%

)11 )11

r.35%

420,7

Behavioral Evaluation

273,386

0.00%

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRTSTIAN ASSOCIATION OF GREATER ST' PETERSBURG

3.09%

Century

223,204

Prcmise Time

2l I ,078

2t5,794

204,687

t.18%

Yreads!

170,245

170,245

t70,245

0.98%

235,464

235,464

235,464

1.36%

40,808

40,808

40,808

0.24%

390,218

390,639

402,075

2.32%

2 I st

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Prep for Mid School Success

WORKNET PINELLAS
Youth Imovaton of Pinellas

YMCA OF THE SUNCOAST, INC.
Prcmise Time

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES' INC.
Prcious Pearls/AlPha lmtitute

76,098

r77,949

15,455,604

16,805,555

r7325,62E

172,020
Total School Success

1

28.090k

Prevention of Child Abuse and Neelect
2-T.I TAMPA BAY CARES' INC.
Family Senices Initiative
BE WATER SMART FROM THE START

2s,000

304,487

520,991

518,950

2.34%

203,194

208,5 I I

2t4,t03

0.97%

90 1,1 03

920,418

939,968

4.24%

100,000

l 00,000

100,000

0.45%

CENTRAL FLORIDA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH NETWORK INC.
FSI Utilization Managoment

CHILDREN'S HOME NETWORK
Kinship

COLLECTIVE INITATryE
Pinellas Preventable Child Deaths

6

4.s3%

982,807

CASA, lNC.
Domestic Violence/Substance Abuse

1,004,079

l,808

25,000

96

25,000

0.1

I%

Children and Family Programs

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERYICES

Amended

Amended

BI,'DGET

BUDGET

FY17

FYIt

;,]ffii

Percent

FV19

of

FocusArea

Prevention ofChild Abuse and NeglecT conl
DTR-ECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH, INC.
230,402

236,631

678,454
243,050

3.06%
LItpz6

300,612

309,630

318,919

1.44%

1,817,018

t,795,101

t,737,003

7.84%

n7,7t4

0.53%

25,000

0.t I%

658,693

Childrcn's Outpatient

Erly

Childhood Coruultstion Swices

FAMILY RESOURCES. INC.
SafePlace2B

FAMILY SERVICES INITIATIVE
Childmr md Fmily Senices Pool
FSI Progmm Support

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

Commity

28,03s

28,035

Prcvider position

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Healthy Fmilies Pinellas

& Pinellas Support Group
Nrre Family Petslmhip & Data
cuLF coAsT JEWISH FAMILY & COMMUNITY SVCS, lNC.

5,917,214

26.72%

l5

0.03%

729,043

3.2vk

86,794

230,938

L04%

38,794

40,342

0.t8%

5,452,186

5,787,0 I 0

6,815

6,8r5
729,043

Healthy Families Pinellas

709,661

FSI System Navigation

6,8

GULF COAST LEGAL SERVICES
38,794

Family Legal Support Senices
OPERATTON PA& INC.
COSA at the Child Development

ild Fmily

Guidmce Cmter

Motivating New Moms (MnM)

6r 6,650

642,717

92,717

2.9r%

169,481

t73,071

r73,07 |

0.78%

374,342

385,572

397,017

t.7yk

I <tt 1n{

1,452,437

1,398,270

6.3r%

n|,975

l l l,975

0.51%

PARC, INC
Respite

PERSONAL ENRICHMENT THROUGH MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FSI System NavigatoE

HOME Navigation

:

10,000

20t,7 62

214,814

350,t43

3l,093

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
R'CLUB CHTLD CAR-E, lNC.
Exceplioml Sflices

2t4,814

0.97%

361,'704

\1) )')6

1.68%

225,026

225,026

t.02%

92,263

102,671

0.46%

5,240,594

5,397,812

24.37%

RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY SERVICES' INC.
RCS

Gne How

t

The Haven of RCS

0.000k

SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA

Erly

Childhood Court

SUNCOAST CENTE& INC.
Family Swices
UNTVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

Infilt

Family Mfltal Health

5,087,955

Prcgm
Toul Prewntion of Child Abuse and Neglect

S tre n sth enin p C o m m u

2U,600

264,600

264,600

20,410,965

21,609,046

22,t46,79r

nitv

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH / MENTAL HEALTH
CITTZENIS ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS

Cl€watq-

NFC

COOPERMAN BOGUE
FAMILY CENTER ON DEAFNESS
Family Cmter on Deaftless

GA FOODS - NUTRITTONAL SUPPLEMENT
Food Sewies for Chrcni€lly Hmgry

Slllm€r

Food Prcgram

GREATER RIDGECREST AR.E,A YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INITIATTVE
GRAYDI - NFC
HIGH POINT COMMUNITY PRIDE NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTER
High Point - NFC

INTERCULTURAL ADVOCACY INSTITUTE
Hispmic Outreach Cnter - NFC
JAMES B. SANDERLTN FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
Smderlin - NFC

LEALMAN AND ASIAN NEIGHBORIIOOD FAMILY CENTER
L€lmar/Asim - NFC
MINI-GRANTS

7

32.58%

632,630

95,434

5.84%

437,805

528,003

537,233

4.86%

CLEARWATER NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTER

COLLECTIVE INITIATIVE
Childhood Huger

3,600,000
14,590

5

CAP. NFC

3s.91%

s0,000

50,000

28t,000

28 1,000

50,000
286,400

0.45%
2.5ry4

396,664

480,020

492,184

4.45%

3s0,000

350,000

173,4ll

350,000
173,41t

3.17%

t73,4ll
385,462

474,081

484,087

4.38%

396,087

497,979

508,060

4.6002

547,2ll

613,402

613,402

5.55%

880,09s

9l4,l5l

924,359

8.36%

567,772

6s1,217
40,000

662,392
50,000

5.9r/5

40,000

1.57%

0.45%

Children and Family Programs

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES
Strengt he nins Co m m u nitv

co

Amended

Amended

Proposed

BUDGET

BIjDGET
FYIS

BUDGET

FYIT

FYI9

Percent

of

Focas Area

nt

PINELLAS COUNTY HOMELESS LEADERSHIP BOARD
Homeless kadership Board
PROGRAM EDUCATION OUTREACH
RFA FOR CAPTTAL AND TECHNOLOCY

45,000
76,000
2,000,000
I

45,000
78,500

l 98,500

0.41%
1.80%

l,000,000

l,000,000

9.05%

I

45,000

SAFETY HARBOR NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTER
Mattie Williams - NFC
Total Strenglhening Communir!

TOTAL CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERYICES

Other
Administrative Senices (ASO)

ToulOther
TOTAL Children and Family Programs

8

419,515

430,452

7,334,915

r 1,0s0,9r4

3.90%
17.92%

______2,5!2.ur __5J2J@_ ____{t{fg23t_ _____l!!!!%_

Future Programming
Contingency

329,661

7,570,758

315,686
500,000
t15,686
s3348,127

2,652,976
340,062
5oo,o00
3.493.038
60,2E4,50s

2,750,000
350,000
500,000
3.600.000

65,26E,234

General Government - Administration

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARI)
Current Budget with Prior Year Comparison

Administration

Amended

Amended

Proposed

BUDGET

BUDGET
FY18

BUDGET
FY19

FYIT

oh

of
Prior
Year

5,483,915

5,628,602

5,914,116

5.07%

Contractual Services

685,544

772,199

893,787

15.75%

Building Services

53t,735

535,090

444,622

-t6.9t%

Training & Supplies

322,501

344,313

316,518

-8.07%

Salaries & Benefits

Operating

67,653

64,052

71,063

r0.95%

Operating Totals

1,607,433

1,715,654

1,725,990

0.60%

Total Budget

7,091,348

7,344,256

7,640,106

4.03'A

Other Operating

Capital

9

General Government - Non-Administration

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARI)
Current Budget with Prior Year Comparison

Non-Administration
Statutory Fees
Internal Technology Implementation

Amended

Amended

Proposed

BUDGET

BUDGET

BUDGET

FYIT

FYI8

FY19

t,3t5,212

I,348,988

1,380,554

2.34%

792,099

9t2,950

757,500

-t7.03%

1\ 1)5
15 T5

72.000
72.000

72,000
72,000

0.00%
0.00%

2333,938

2,210,054

-53t%

"h of
Prior Year

Other Non-Administration
Performance Measurement

Other Non-Administration Total
Total

Budget _?,183,9{_
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Finance Committee Meeting
June 5, 2018
Approve Administrative Services Request
for Proposals
Item I.B.
Recommended Action:

Approve Administrative Services Request for Proposals

Strategic Plan
Alignment:

Administration

JWB staff is seeking approval to release the attached Request for Proposals (RFP) for Financial
and Administrative Services for the JWB funded Neighborhood Family Centers (NFC).
Currently, the accounting, bookkeeping, and benefits administration are provided by JWB’s
Administrative Services Organization unit.
The purpose of this solicitation is to select the most qualified accounting/bookkeeping firm to
provide full service accounting, bookkeeping, and benefit administration for the 11 NFCs.
It is anticipated that the agreement will remain valid for a period of two years with an option of
three annual renewals.
The RFP will be evaluated and scored by a team consisting of JWB and NFC staff using the
following criteria and points:
Evaluation Criteria
Firm Qualifications
Approach to Complete the Scope of Work
Price
Qualifications and Experience with Staff to be Assigned
Total Potential Points
The timeline for the RFP is as follows:
Date
06/18/2018

Activity
RFP Released

07/02/2018

Optional Pre-Proposal Conference at 2:00 PM
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Deadline for Receipt of Questions by 12:00 PM EST
Written Responses to Questions Released
Proposals Due Date by 12:00 PM EST

07/03/2018
07/06/2018
07/13/2018

12

Points
35%
30%
20%
15%
100%

08/07/2018
08/13/2018
08/14/2018
08/17/2018
08/22/2018
09/05/2018
09/21/2008
10/01/2018

Evaluation Committee Meeting at 8:30 AM
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Interview Top Proposers at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Evaluation Committee Meeting at 1:00 PM
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Present Recommendations to the JWB Executive Team at 2:00 PM,
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Present Recommendations to the JWB Finance Committee at 1:30 PM,
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Board Action to Award at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Announce Intent to Award
Execute Agreement

The RFP is attached for review and discussion.
Attachments:

Draft Administrative Services Organization Request for Proposals

Staff Resource:

Brian Jaruszewski
Diana Carro
Lorrayne Hayes
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
For
Administrative Services Organization

AF
T

PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE
Monday, July 2, 2018
2:00 PM Juvenile Welfare Board, Conference Room 191
SUBMISSION DUE DATE AND TIME
Friday, July 13, 2018 Noon EST

D

R

DELIVERY OF PROPOSALS
Written Proposals must be submitted via email to RFP@jwbpinellas.org

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
(727) 453-5600
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1.0 INSTRUCTIONS

1.1

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County (JWB) was established in 1946 as the nation’s
first countywide agency investing dedicated property tax revenues to better the lives of
children and families. JWB was created by a Special Act and is an Independent Special District
pursuant to F.S. Ch. 189. Guided by its mission, JWB invests in partnerships, innovation, and
advocacy to strengthen Pinellas County children and families. JWB’s efforts also strengthen
neighborhoods, communities, and schools, making Pinellas County a better place for everyone
to live.

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES (DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
An addendum will be issued if it is necessary to adjust any of the specific dates and times
below:

07/03/2018
07/06/2018
07/13/2018
08/07/2018

Activity
RFP Released
Optional Pre-Proposal Conference at 2:00 PM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 191
Deadline for Receipt of Questions by 12:00 PM EST
Written Responses to Questions Released
Proposals Due Date by 12:00 PM EST
Evaluation Committee Meeting at 8:30 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 191
Interview Top Proposers at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room
191
Evaluation Committee Meeting at 1:00 PM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 191
Present Recommendations to the JWB Executive Team at 2:00 PM,
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Present Recommendations to the JWB Finance Committee at 1:30 PM,
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Board Action to Award at 3:15 PM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Announce Intent to Award
Execute Agreement

R

Date
06/18/2018
07/02/2018

D

1.2

AF
T

JWB strategically invests in four key areas of focus designed to improve the lives of Pinellas
children and families: School Readiness, School Success, Prevention of Child Abuse and
Neglect; and Strengthening Community. The decision to build supports, allocate resources,
and establish partnerships is further guided by a set of principles that include a commitment to
quality, prioritizing early intervention and prevention resources for the most vulnerable
children, investing in promising practices, maintaining public accountability, and continued
flexibility in responding to emerging issues that impact Pinellas children, especially in JWB’s
four key focus areas.

08/13/2018
08/14/2018
08/17/2018
08/22/2018
09/05/2018
09/07/2018
10/01/2018
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1.3

COMMUNICATION WITH JWB
All Proposer’s communication concerning this Request for Proposals (RFP) must be directed
to the Budget and Business Services Division. The point of contact is:
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Attn: Lorrayne Hayes, Sr. Contract Manager and Purchasing Agent
14155 58TH Street North, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
rfp@jwbpinellas.org
727-453-5654

1.4

PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE
An optional Pre-Proposal Conference will be held on Monday, July 2, 2018 at 2:00 PM at:
14155 58th Street North, Suite 100, Clearwater, FL (Conference Room 191).

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR INTERPRETATIONS/CLARIFICATIONS

R

1.5

AF
T

All interested parties are urged to attend. The purpose of the Pre-Proposal Conference will be
to allow potential Proposers an opportunity to present questions to staff and obtain clarification
of the RFP requirements. Oral statements, oral responses to questions, or oral instructions will
not constitute an amendment to this RFP. Responses to questions may be handled as an
addendum if the response would provide clarification to requirements of the Application. If
this occurs, a written addendum will be emailed to all who requested a copy of this solicitation
and posted on the JWB website. For official written question responses or if you are unable to
attend, please see instructions in Section 1.5.

All questions pertaining to the terms and conditions or scope of work of this RFP must be
submitted in writing to rfp@jwbpinellas.org.

D

The deadline for questions is July 3, 2018, by 12:00 PM EST. Please use email subject line
“Administrative Services Organization RFP Question”. Beyond that date and time, questions
will not be answered.
Written questions and responses will become public record and will be made available
via the website (www.jwbpinellas.org ) on the date identified in section 1.2. Responses to
questions may be handled as an addendum if the response provides clarification to
requirements of the RFP. If this occurs, a written addendum will be posted on the same
website, www.jwbpinellas.org, from which you obtained this RFP.
1.6

ADA REQUIREMENT FOR PUBLIC MEETINGS
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommodation to participate in public
meetings must submit a request to Joan Chamo via email at: jchamo@jwbpinellas.org or by
phone 727-453-5673, at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.

1.7

ADDENDA ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Before submitting your Proposals, you should check the website, www.jwbpinellas.org,
17

to download any addenda that may have been issued. Receipt and acceptance of an
addendum, if applicable, is to be acknowledged by signing and returning the document
with the Proposals.
1.8

REQUIREMENTS FOR SIGNING PROPOSALS
The Proposal Signature Form must be completed. This form must be signed in blue ink by
an authorized representative of the firm as defined below:
If an individual or sole proprietorship, the owner may sign.
If a partnership, a general partner may sign.
If a limited liability company, a “member” may sign or “manager” may sign if so specified
by the articles of organization.
If a corporation (for profit or not-for-profit), the CEO, President or Vice-President may sign.

1.9

AF
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If another individual is granted authority to sign for one of the types of entities above, and
for all other types of entities, authority to sign must be granted by an official document from
the entity authorizing him/her to sign and must be submitted with the Proposals.
EXPENSES INCURRED IN PREPARING PROPOSALS

JWB accepts no responsibility for any expense incurred by the Proposer in the preparation
and presentation of Proposals. Such expenses shall be borne exclusively by the Proposer.

R

PROPOSALS SUBMISSION

Written Proposals signed by the appropriate principal of the firm using the required format
provided herein must be received by email at rfp@jwbpinellas.org on or before the due
date/time identified in section 1.2 to be considered. Late submissions will not be considered.

D

1.10

The email size may not exceed 10MB, however separate emails may be submitted if the
Proposals packet exceeds 10MB.
The Proposals must be typed single-spaced using 12 point font with half-inch margins. Smaller
font (no less than 10-point) may be used for tables, charts, and footnotes. All pages should be
appropriately numbered and identified by the complete firm name in the header and/or footer.
The Proposals must be assembled as listed below:
Signed Addenda, if issued
Form 1 – Proposal Signature Form
Firm’s Qualifications
Audited Financial Information for the Past two years
Form 2 - References
Qualifications and Experience of Staff to Be Assigned
Staff resumes
Approach to Complete the Scope of Work
Sample of a Monthly/Year-to-Date Financial Report
Form 3- Fees
18

Form 4 – Contract Terms and Conditions Checklist
Form 5 – Non-Collusion Affidavit
Form 6– IRS W-9
It is the responsibility of the Proposer to ensure that the Proposal is received by JWB on time at
the right location. JWB will reply to confirm receipt of all Proposals. Proposers who do not
receive an email confirmation receipt should contact Lorrayne Hayes, Sr. Contract Manager
and Purchasing Agent, via at 727-453-5654 to verify email receipt only. Proposers are
encouraged to respond early. JWB is not responsible if technical difficulties are encountered
during the submission process on submission due date.
1.11

RIGHTS OF JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD IN REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
PROCESS

EVALUATION

Responses to this RFP will be evaluated and ranked by a team appointed by JWB staff. JWB
will use the following process to make a recommendation to the Board for awards:

D

1.12

R
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T

In addition to all other rights of JWB under Florida law, JWB specifically reserves the
following:
a) the right to rank proposals and negotiate with the most qualified Proposer.
b) the right to select the Proposal that it believes will serve the best interest of JWB.
c) the right to cancel the entire Request for Proposal.
d) the right to reject any Proposal as nonresponsive and disqualify without scoring if it
contains substantive exceptions to the terms and conditions of the RFP that cannot be
rectified without affecting the price, quality, delivery or performance of the services being
procured.
e) the right to waive any informalities or non-material irregularities of a Proposal.
f) the right to request any necessary clarifications or proposal data, provided that information
requested does not change the price, quality, quantity, delivery, or performance time of the
services/goods being procured.
g) the right to require the Proposer to perform the services required on the basis of the original
proposals without negotiation.

Round 1 Minimum Criteria: The following minimum criteria must be met for a Proposal to
be considered for further evaluation. Failure to meet all of these criteria will automatically
disqualify the Applicant’s response from further consideration:
1. The Proposal is received by the due date and time;
2. The Proposal Signature Form is signed by an authorized firm officer.
Round 2 Evaluation: For those Proposals that pass the minimum criteria, the following
criteria, with the points shown for each, will be used to further evaluate and score the
Proposals:
Proposals will be evaluated by an evaluation committee of JWB staff using the following
criteria with the total possible points shown for each:
Evaluation Criteria
Firm Qualifications
Approach to Complete the Scope of Work
19

Weight
35%
30%

Price
Qualifications and Experience with Staff to be Assigned

20%
15%

Total Potential Points

100%

Round 3 Evaluation: The top Proposals in the Round 2 Evaluation will then proceed to an
additional level of due diligence that may include:
1. Follow-up questions and answers with the firms;
2. Interview of staff proposed to be assigned to these services;
3. Reference checking with comparable entities using similar services from the firm.
At the conclusion of the round three activities, the top firms will be evaluated on all
information collected to date against the following criteria with the total possible points shown
for each:

1.13

AF
T

Evaluation Criteria
Firm Qualifications
Approach to Complete the Scope of Work
Price
Qualifications and Experience with Staff to be Assigned
Total Potential Points

Weight
35%
30%
20%
15%
100%

AWARD AND AGREEMENT

JWB shall publicly post the formal award on JWB’s website no less than three (3) full business
days after the decision to award the agreement to the Proposer is made. All Proposers will be
sent an email with the notice of award to the email address provided in the Proposal.

1.14
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The award document will be a written agreement, incorporating, by reference, all the
requirements, terms, and conditions of this RFP and the successful proposal as negotiated. It
is anticipated that the agreement will remain valid for a period of two (2) years with an option
of three (3) annual renewals from date of issuance unless terminated earlier in accordance
with the agreement terms.
TAX EXEMPT STATUS

JWB is exempt from paying sales taxes. JWB’s State Taxpayers Certificate of Exemption
Number is 85-8012646116C-8. JWB is exempt from federal excise tax. All prices should be
quoted FOB Clearwater, FL.
1.15

PUBLIC RECORDS
In accordance with Section 119.071(1)(b), F.S., all Proposals submitted shall become public
record after thirty (30) days from opening, or earlier if JWB provides notice of an intended
decision before the thirty (30) days expires. If JWB rejects all Proposals and concurrently
provides notice of its intent to reissue the RFP, the rejected Proposals remain exempt from the
public records requirement until such time that JWB provides notice of an intended decision
concerning the reissued RFP or until JWB withdraws the reissued RFF. An Application is not
exempt from public record disclosure for longer than twelve (12) months after the initial JWB
notice rejecting all Proposals. Information that is confidential and/or exempt from public
20

record disclosure will not be produced provided that it is legally required that it not be
produced or a specific exemption from disclosure exists as determined solely by JWB. If you
believe you are submitting anything that is confidential and/or exempt from disclosure you
must clearly mark it as set forth in the instructions in Section 1.19 below. However, the
determination of whether something is confidential and/or exempt from disclosure remains in
JWB’s sole discretion.
1.16

TRADE SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS

AF
T

All Proposals submitted become public records as set forth above. Unless a specific exemption
exists from disclosure, all documents submitted will be released in response to a public records
request. If the Proposals includes material which is deemed a trade secret, as defined by Section
812.081, F.S., the following statement should be included in the Proposals “Trade Secrets as
defined by Section 812.081, F.S. are contained in this Proposals and shall not be used or
disclosed by JWB except for JWB’s purpose of evaluating this Proposals.” However, if a
contract is awarded as a result of this Proposals, JWB shall have the right to use the information
designated as trade secrets to the extent subsequently agreed upon in writing between the
Proposer and JWB. This does not limit JWB’s right to use or disclose the information if the
same information is obtained from another source. In addition, each and every page that
contains information that the Proposer contends contains information that is a Trade Secret as
defined by Section 812.081, F.S., must be clearly marked and site the specific statute language
that applies to/justifies the legal exclusion, as such by the Proposer prior to submission to JWB.

R

In addition, if a Proposer believes that a Proposals contains any information that is confidential
and/or exempt from the disclosure requirements of Chapter 119, F.S., each page containing
such information must be clearly marked as such by the Proposer prior to submission along
with a citation to a statutory exemption or other law prohibiting the disclosure of the marked
information.

D

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, nothing contained in the Proposals shall be deemed
or interpreted to restrict or prevent JWB from complying with the disclosure requirements of
Chapter 119, F.S., when material or information is incorrectly, as determined solely within
JWB’s discretion, identified as confidential and/or exempt from disclosure as a Trade Secret,
other statutory exemption or otherwise by the Proposer.
Proposers are strongly discouraged from submitting any information that the Proposer feels is
confidential and/or exempt from public records disclosure such as information that is a Trade
Secret per 812.081 as JWB will comply with the public records law and will make the
determination within its sole discretion as to whether information submitted by an Proposer that
an Proposer claims is exempt from disclosure is in fact, exempt from disclosure. By submitting
this Proposals, the Proposer submits all information at its own risk and covenants not to sue
JWB and waives any claim against JWB in connection with or as a result of any disclosures by
JWB of any information contained in the Proposals. By submitting the Proposals, the Proposer
agrees that JWB may use and disclose all information submitted for any purpose JWB sees fit
and that it is within JWB’s sole discretion to determine if any information submitted is
confidential and/or exempt from disclosure.
1.17

PUBLIC ENTITY CRIMES
The Proposer, by submitting a Proposals, attests they have not been placed on the convicted
vendor list.
21

Per Section 287.133, Florida Statutes, a person or affiliate who has been placed on the
convicted vendor list following a conviction for a public entity crime may not submit a bid,
Proposals, or reply on a contract to provide any goods or services to a public entity; may not
submit a bid, Proposals, or reply on a contract with a public entity for the construction or repair
of a public building or public work; may not submit bids, Proposals, or replies on leases of real
property to a public entity; may not be awarded or perform work as a contractor, supplier,
subcontractor, or consultant under a contract with any public entity; and may not transact
business with any public entity in excess of the threshold amount provided in s. 287.017 for
CATEGORY TWO for a period of 36 months following the date of being placed on the
convicted vendor list.
1.18

CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY TO SUBMIT BID/PROPOSAL
The Proposer, by submitting a Proposal, attests they are eligible to contract with JWB.

1.19
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In compliance with F.S. 287.135(a), a firm is ineligible to and may not enter into a contract
with JWB if the firm is on the Scrutinized Companies that Boycott Israel List, created pursuant
to s. 215.4725 or, is engaged in a boycott of Israel. In compliance with F.S. 287.135(b), for
contracts of $1 million or more, a firm is ineligible to and may not enter into a contract a
contract with JWB if the firm is (1) is on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan
List or the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Section List,
created pursuant to s. 215.473 or, (2) is engaged in business operations in Cuba or Syria. By
entering into this Agreement, you are certifying that you are eligible to contract with JWB and
are not participating in a boycott of Israel, are not on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities
in Sudan List, are not on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum
Energy Sector List and that you do not have business operations in Cuba or Syria. In addition,
this Agreement may be terminated if firm (1) has found to have submitted a false certification,
(2) has been placed on the Scrutinized Companies that Boycott Israel List, or is engaged in a
boycott of Israel, (3) has been placed on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities In Sudan
List or the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in The Iran Petroleum Energy Sector List;
or, (4) has been engaged in business operations in Cuba or Syria.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The Proposer represents that it presently has no interest and shall acquire no interest, either
direct or indirect, which would conflict in any manner with the performance or services
required hereunder. The Proposer further represents that no person having any such interest
shall be employed by him/her during the agreement term and any extensions.
The Proposer shall promptly notify the JWB point of contact, in writing, of all potential
conflicts of interest for any prospective business association, interest, or other circumstance,
which may influence or appear to influence the Proposer’s judgment or quality of services
being provided hereunder. Such written notification shall identify the prospective business
association, interest or circumstance, the nature of work that the Proposer may undertake and
request an opinion of JWB as to whether the association, interest or circumstance would, in
the opinion of JWB, constitute a conflict of interest if entered into by the Proposer. JWB agrees
to notify the Proposer of its opinion, within thirty days of receipt of notification by the
Proposer.
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PROTEST PROCEDURE
Bid/Proposal Protests. Any actual or prospective bidder or proposer, who is allegedly
aggrieved in connection with the issuance of a bid or proposal package or pending award of a
contract, may protest the decision by following the procedure below.
Posting. JWB shall publicly post the award on JWB’s website within three full business days
after the JWB Board award decision has been made. All bidders or proposer will be sent an
email with the notice of award to the email address provided in the bid or proposal.
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Requirements to Protest.
a) A formal written protest must be filed no later than 5:00 PM, on the fifth business day after
the notice of award has been posted. The formal written protest shall identify the protesting
party and the solicitation involved; include a clear statement of the grounds on which the
protest is based; refer to the statutes, laws, ordinances, applicable section(s) of the solicitation
or Board policy, or other legal authorities which the protesting party deems applicable to such
grounds; and specifically request the relief to which the protesting party deems itself entitled
by Application of such authorities to such grounds.
b) A formal written protest is considered filed when the JWB Chief Executive Officer receives
it. Accordingly, a protest is not timely filed unless it is received within the time specified
above. Failure to file a formal written protest within the time period specified shall constitute
a waiver of the right to protest and result in relinquishment of all rights to protest by the actual
or prospective Applicant.
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Sole Remedy. These procedures shall be the sole remedy for challenging an award of bid or
proposal. Bidders or proposers are prohibited from attempts to influence, persuade, or promote
a protest through any other channels or means.
Authority to Resolve. The Chief Executive Officer shall resolve the protest in accordance with
the terms of the bid or proposal and shall render a written decision to the protesting party no
later than 5:00 PM on the fifth business day after the filing thereof.

D
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Review of Chief Executive Officer’s Decision.
a) The protesting party may request a review of the Chief Executive Officer’s decision by
the Board by delivering a written request for review of the decision to the Chief
Executive Officer by 5:00 PM on the fifth business day after the date of the written
decision. The written notice shall include any written or physical materials, objects,
statements, and arguments, which the Applicant deems relevant to the issues raised in
the request for review.
b) The Board will consider the request for review at the next regularly scheduled Board
meeting after the request is received. It is within the Board’s discretion whether to
allow testimony or argument from the protesting party at the Board meeting. If it is
determined by majority vote of Board members present at the meeting that the award
is in violation of law or the regulations and internal procedures of the Budget and
Business Services Division or any another applicable authority, the Board shall cancel
or revise the award as deemed appropriate within three business days after the Board
meeting.
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c) If it is determined by majority vote of Board members present at the meeting that the
award should be upheld, the Board shall direct staff to notify the protesting party in
writing of the Board decision with a copy furnished to all substantially affected persons
or businesses within three business days of the Board meeting. The decision shall be
final and conclusive as to JWB.
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Stay of Procurement during Protests. The decision to stay a procurement during protests shall
be at the sole discretion of the Chief Executive Officer.
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2.0 SCOPE OF SERVICES
2.1

OBJECTIVE
The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County (JWB) is seeking proposals from qualified
accounting/bookkeeping firms to provide full service accounting/bookkeeping and benefit
administration for not-for-profit Neighborhood Family Centers funded by JWB.

2.2

BACKGROUND
Starting in 1993, JWB funded the creation of a network of eight Neighborhood Family Centers
(NFC’s) to provide comprehensive, core family support services. Each site uniquely serves
its diverse citizens and promotes the necessary protective factors that foster child well-being
and strengthen families. Currently there are eleven NFC’s, the additional three (Bethel
Community Foundation, Family Center on Deafness, and Youth Development Initiatives)
NFC’s were programs of the original eight. Each NFC is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

CURRENT ENVIRONMENT

R

In addition to being the primary funder of each NFC, JWB currently provides Administrative
Service Organization (ASO) services for the eleven NFCs. One of the NFC’s receives funding
for two sub-programs that is budgeted separately from the NFC budget. The NFCs are as
follows:
1. Citizens Alliance for Progress
401 E. Martin L. King, Jr Drive Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
2. Clearwater NFC
900 North Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue Clearwater, FL 33755
3. Family Center on Deafness
12445 62nd Street, N. Clearwater, FL 33773
4. Greater Ridgecrest Area Youth Development Initiative (GRAYDI)
12601 130th Avenue, N. Largo, FL 33774
5. HighPoint NFC
5812 150th Avenue N Clearwater, FL 33760
6. InterCultural Advocacy Institute/Hispanic Outreach Center
612 Franklin Street Clearwater, FL 33756
7. Lealman & Asian NFC
4255 56th Avenue N St Petersburg, FL 33714
8. Safety Harbor/Mattie Williams NFC
1003 Martin Luther King Street, N Safety Harbor, FL 34695
9. James B. Sanderlin NFC [sub-programs–Faith Based Organization (FBO) and
Youth Development Foundation (YDF)]
2335 22nd Avenue S St Petersburg, FL 33712
10. Youth Development Initiatives (YDI)
900 N Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33755
11. The Bethel Community Foundation, Inc. (Truancy Intervention Program
Services)
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2.3
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Services at the NFC’s are easy to access, thanks to site locations in the highest-need
neighborhoods throughout Pinellas County. Each NFC provides specialized services and
resources to meet the unique needs of its families. While hundreds receive direct and ongoing
services from their nearby NFC, hundreds more benefit from one-time workshops, classes, and
annual efforts such as back-to-school events and free tax preparation through the Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program.
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290 1st Avenue S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
An organizational chart for each NFC is attached (Attachment 2) for reference.
The accounting/bookkeeper and benefits administration are currently being administered by a
department within the Juvenile Welfare Board called the Administrative Services Organization
department. There are three full time employees: two accountants and one fiscal specialist.
50% of the Accounting Managers time is allocated to various issues that arise in relation to the
NFC’s.
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Accounting/Bookkeeping services
The accountants are currently responsible for functions such as the monthly financials (JWB’s
dollars), journal entries, payroll forecasts, review accounts payable voucher packets prior to
being released for mailing, assist ED’s with the preparation of the yearly budget and budget
amendments, etc. The fiscal specialist is responsible for accounts payable for each of the
NFC’s and also benefit administration. The fiscal specialist assists with open enrollment as
well as prepares the yearly census for the insurance broker.
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The NFC’s revenue is comprised of their JWB funding as well as their Sources of Other
Revenue (SOR) funding that they receive from grants, fundraising, program fees, in-kind, etc.
The Juvenile Welfare Board currently provides ASO services for the NFC’s funding from
JWB, received from JWB according to JWB’s fiscal year (FY) of October 1 – September 30.
The ASO staff utilize Great Plains accounting software. The NFC’s either have someone inhouse that does the accounting for the SOR dollars or utilizes an outside person or firm to
account for these dollars. The majority, if not all, of the NFC’s utilize QuickBooks accounting
software to manage their SOR funding. JWB advances each NFC one quarter of their JWB
allocation the first day of the month (or within a day or two depending upon what day the first
of the month falls on) of the quarter. During the year, expenditures are offset by these
advances. After the end of the fiscal year, once all expenditures have been paid, a
reconciliation is done to determine the excess amount of advance dollars that are remaining.
The excess dollars are paid back to JWB. These dollars are required to be paid back to JWB
within 60 days after JWB’s year end. Therefore, the excess amount must be paid back to JWB
by November 30th.
The NFC’s follow the standards of accounting and financial reporting prescribed for voluntary
health and welfare organizations (Not-for-profit organizations) and utilize the accrual basis of
accounting, which recognizes revenue when earned and expenses as incurred. As of FY 17
the funding breakdown and percentage of dollars by funding is shown below:

AGENCY
Citizen's Alliance
for Progress, Inc.
Clearwater
Neighborhood
Family Center, Inc.

JWB
SOR
TOTAL
FUNDING* FUNDING** FUNDING

SOR %
JWB %
of
of TOTAL
TOTAL

$514,590

$92,532

$607,122

15%

85%

$437,805

$38,716

$476,521

8%

92%

26

$257,009

$653,673

39%

61%

$385,462

$14,721

$400,183

4%

96%

$396,087

$48,707

$444,794

11%

89%

$547,211

$92,049

$639,260

14%

86%

$880,095

$153,314

$1,033,409

15%

85%

$604,516

$0

$604,516

0%

100%
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$396,664

$109,861

$40,550

$150,411

27%

73%

$567,772

$154,525

$722,297

21%

79%

$329,661

$243,432

$573,093

42%

58%

$148,076

$200,066

$348,142

57%

43%

$172,020
$5,489,820

$22,118
$1,357,739

$194,138
$6,847,559

11%

89%
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Family Center on
Deafness, Inc.
Greater Ridgecrest
Area Youth
Development
Initiative
High Point
Community Pride
Neighborhood
Family Center, Inc.
InterCultural
Advocacy Institute
James B. Sanderlin
Family Services
Center, Inc. - NFC
James B. Sanderlin
Family Services
Center, Inc. - FBO
James B. Sanderlin
Family Services
Center, Inc. - YDF
Lealman and Asian
Neighborhood
Familiy Center, Inc.
Safety Harbor
Neighborhood
Family Center, Inc.
The Bethel
Community
Foundation
Youth Development
Initiatives

*JWB funding - Source is the FY17 lapse spreadsheet (actual
expenses)
**SOR funding - Source is the FY17 audited financial
report

AGENCY

JWB
SOR
TOTAL
SOR % JWB %
FUNDING* FUNDING** FUNDING of
of TOTAL
TOTAL

Citizen's Alliance
for Progress, Inc.

$514,590

$92,532

$607,122

15%

85%

Clearwater
Neighborhood
Family Center,
Inc.

$437,805

$38,716

$476,521

8%

92%
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$396,664

$257,009

$653,673

39%

61%

Greater Ridgecrest
Area Youth
Development
Initiative
High Point
Community Pride
Neighborhood
Family Center,
Inc.
InterCultural
Advocacy Institute

$385,462

$14,721

$400,183

4%

96%

$396,087

$48,707

$444,794

11%

89%

$547,211

$92,049

$639,260

14%

86%

James B. Sanderlin
Family Services
Center, Inc. - NFC
James B. Sanderlin
Family Services
Center, Inc. - FBO
James B. Sanderlin
Family Services
Center, Inc. - YDF
Lealman and
Asian
Neighborhood
Familiy Center,
Inc.
Safety Harbor
Neighborhood
Family Center,
Inc.
The Bethel
Community
Foundation
Youth
Development
Initiatives

$880,095

$153,314

$1,033,409

15%

85%

$604,516

$0

$604,516

0%

100%

$109,861

$40,550

$150,411

27%

73%
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Family Center on
Deafness, Inc.

$154,525

$722,297

21%

79%

$329,661

$243,432

$573,093

42%

58%

$148,076

$200,066

$348,142

57%

43%

$172,020

$22,118

$194,138

11%

89%

$1,357,739

$6,847,559
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$567,772

$5,489,820

*JWB funding - Source is the FY17 lapse spreadsheet (actual expenses)
**SOR funding - Source is the FY17 audited financial report

JWB utilizes GEMS (Grant Evaluation and Management System) a web-based system for
JWB funded agencies to enter their annual budget (all sources of revenue) and budget
amendments as well as submit for reimbursement for JWB funded expenditures.
The FY 18 budget for each of the NFCs is listed below. The budget amount for each is the
dollars funded by both JWB and SOR.
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AGENCY
Citizen's Alliance for
Progress, Inc.
Clearwater Neighborhood
Family Center, Inc.
Family Center on
Deafness, Inc.
Greater Ridgecrest Area
Youth Development
Initiative
High Point Community Pride
Neighborhood Family
Center, Inc.
InterCultural Advocacy
Institute

SOR
FUNDING

TOTAL
FUNDING

$632,630

$300,178

$932,808

528,003

30,908

558,911

480,020

146,513

626,533

474,087

25,315

499,402

497,979

194,281

692,260

613,402

191,345

804,747

902,061

74,927

976,988

AF
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James B. Sanderlin Family
Services Center, Inc. - NFC
James B. Sanderlin Family
Services Center, Inc. Faith Based Organization
(sub-contract)
James B. Sanderlin Family
Services Center, Inc. Youth Development
Foundation (sub-contract)
Lealman and Asian
Neighborhood Family
Center, Inc.
Safety Harbor
Neighborhood Family
Center, Inc.
The Bethel Community
Foundation
Youth Development
Initiatives
Total Funding

JWB
FUNDING

15,600

689,298

109,861

200,534

310,395

647,768

207,736

855,504

419,515

147,750

567,265

209,523

179,434

388,957

176,098
$6,364,645

163,042
$1,877,563

339,140
$8,242,208
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673,698

NOTE: The SOR funding is based on amount provided in NFC's FY 18 budget
in GEMS

The ASO cuts checks weekly based on the submission from each of the NFCs for
reimbursement. The majority of the NFCs submit weekly. An NFC may have a special
condition in their contract that allows them to submit other than weekly. Currently each NFC
uploads the documentation required to cut a check into their SharePoint (web-based) site. The
due date for NFCs to upload invoices, check requests, etc. is by Friday by 5:00pm. The check
date will be the following Friday. Monday is the date that the Fiscal Specialist downloads the
documentation that was uploaded into SharePoint the previous Friday in order to verify that
the documentation has the correct approval, correct general ledger code and any supporting
documentation, etc. that may be required.
For FY17 the amount of checks cut for each of the NFCs is listed below:
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NFC

Number of Checks

Citizens Alliance For Progress
Clearwater NFC
Family Center on Deafness
GRAYDI
InterCultural Advocacy
Institute/Hispanic Outreach
Center
High Point NFC
Lealman & Asian NFC
Safety Harbor/Mattie Williams
NfC

369
341
366
251

James B. Sanderlin NFC (subcontracts - Faith Based
Organization & Youth Development
Initiatives

Youth Development Initiatives

610

878
149
274
4502

AF
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Bethel Community Foundation/TIPS

524
408
332

TOTAL

R

The NFCs adhere to JWB’s Financial Policies & Procedures for Funded Programs,
http://www.jwbpinellas.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/JWB-Financial-Policies-andProcedures.pdf This document provides guidance on entering positons in GEMS,
allowable/unallowable salary expenses, allowable/unallowable operating expenses, Field Trip
guidance, including a list of approved field trip locations and guidelines on other financial
areas.
Benefit Administration

D

The benefit administration that JWB provides for each of the NFCs is very limited. JWB
manages changes during the year and at open enrollment. The NFCs plan year is January –
December. During the year the Fiscal Specialist manages any changes in benefits that occur
(if allowable). The NFCs are responsible for providing to the Fiscal Specialist any changes
that occur during the year in an employee’s benefits so that the change can be made in Paycor
(NFC’s payroll provider, with the exception of Bethel Community Foundation, the payroll
provider is ADP) as well as notify the insurance carrier. JWB assists the insurance broker with
open enrollment. The start to open enrollment is for the Fiscal Specialist to complete the
employee census for each of the NFCs. The insurance broker receives the rate amount(s) from
the current provider(s), which determines if the broker will go out to other insurance
companies to get quotes. Once this process is done, if it was determined to get quotes from
other carriers, the Accounting Manager works with the insurance broker to review each of the
quotes to determine if there will be a change to the carrier (health, dental, short term disability,
etc) or to remain with the current carrier. Once the selection is made, the Fiscal Specialist and
the insurance broker go to each of the NFC’s to review each of the plans (health, dental, etc)
and answer any questions. The employees also receive assistance to complete the renewal
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forms onsite. Payroll is outsourced for each of the NFC’s. The current provider is Paycor
(ADP for Bethel Community Foundation) and will continue to be outsourced.
Below is a table that shows the number of employees at each of the NFCs as of April, 27, 2018
payroll:
NFC

AF
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Citizen’s Alliance for Progress, Inc.
Clearwater Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
Family Center on Deafness, Inc.
Greater Ridgecrest Area Youth Development Initiative
High Point Community Pride Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
InterCultural Advocacy Institute
James B. Sanderlin Family Services Center, Inc. (includes FBO and YDF)
Lealman and Asian Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
The Bethel Community Foundation
Youth Development Initiatives
TOTAL

Number of
Employees
12
9
13
10
15
9
102
12
20
7
3
212

Audit
The Administrative Services Organization department of the Juvenile Welfare Board will
complete the FY18 audit for each of the NFC’s. The firm awarded the contract will begin with
the FY19 audit.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
The firm must have been established as a legal entity in the State of Florida and have performed
accounting/bookkeeping for a minimum of five (5) years.
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Staff assigned to the NFC’s must have a minimum of two (2) years’ work experience in
accounting. Team leader must hold a Bachelor’s degree in accounting.
Demonstrated experience with non-profit accounting.
2.5

SCOPE OF SERVICES
The firm must provide full-service accounting/bookkeeping services and limited benefit
administration for the eleven Neighborhood Family Centers (NFC’s), including sub-programs
of the NFC’s that are funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board, beginning the second quarter of
the agreement.
During the first quarter of the agreement (“transition period”), the selected firm must work
with the Juvenile Welfare Board ASO accounting staff as well as the NFC’s staff to obtain all
information needed for the transition (e.g., account balances, account reconciliations, resolve
how “in-transit” items will be handled such as AP invoices entered but unpaid, historical files
of paid invoices and other documents, etc.)
Below is a list of the financial accounting activities and benefit administration services to be
provided to each of the NFC’s, once the transition period is over.
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Accounting/Bookkeeping services













Accounting services must be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
and other procedures as required by the IRS and other state and federal applicable laws;
Record all cash disbursements and cash receipts and record revenue and expenses by
Funder and activity codes for all sources of revenue provided by each of the NFC’s;
Prepare and review weekly accounts payable;
Maintain supporting documentation for all transactions;
Submit reimbursement requests for JWB’s expenditures through the GEMS system. JWB
will provide quarterly advances of JWB revenue that must be reconciled at year-end;
Prepare month-end close;
Prepare the monthly reconciliation for all bank, credit card, and balance sheet accounts;
Maintain accurate chart of accounts;
Fixed asset management;
Prepare journal entries as required (reclass of revenue/expenditures, year-end accruals,
etc.).
Prepare forecasts of expenses and/or revenue as required;
Prepare year-end close.

Financial Reporting




Prepare monthly statement of financial position, statement of activities, and statement of
cash flows on or before the 15th of the following month;
Prepare monthly/quarterly budget to actual reports (summary and detail);
Respond to periodic requests for reports from Management or the NFC’s Board of
Directors.

Budget




Prepare and/or assist NFC staff with the annual budget and budget amendments, in
accordance with JWB’s Financial Policies and Procedures for Funded Programs available
at http://www.jwbpinellas.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/JWB-Financial-Policies-andProcedures.pdf ;
Enter each NFC’s budget (all sources of revenue) into the GEMS system for approval by
the Juvenile Welfare Board;
Enter budget amendments as required for each NFC into the GEMS system for approval
by the Juvenile Welfare Board.
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Audit – Beginning with the FY19 audit





Participate in financial audits and reviews conducted by funded agencies, including
documentation preparation and onsite support;
Participate in exit conference with funded agency to assist with any questions by the funded
agency or questions/statements the NFC may have to the funded agency;
Prepare year-end reports, schedules and other documents requested by audit firm;
Meet with the NFC Executive Director and audit firm during review of draft audited
financials to assist with any questions by the auditor or questions/statements the NFC may
have on the draft financials;
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Assist the NFC Executive Director with a response to any audit findings.

Benefit Administration







Assist the insurance broker with the annual open enrollment process including preparation
of the census;
Consult with the NFC Executive Directors on the selection of the insurance carrier during
open enrollment process
Manage the changes in benefit amounts for employees in Paycor and/or ADP both after
the open enrollment period as well as changes throughout the year;
Reconcile the insurance amount invoiced to the amount per the payroll provider to ensure
correct amount is being invoiced;
Contact the appropriate insurance carrier, health, vision, dental, etc. for questions on
invoicing, etc.;
Review employee’s Form W-2 for accuracy.





Verify the accuracy of the quarterly 941 and Florida unemployment tax filings, prepared
by Paycor;
Assist the audit firm by providing documentation for preparation of the IRS form 990;
Prepare all 1099 and 1096 filings.

Support

2.6
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Work with Executive Directors to build and implement processes for internal controls and
to increase accounting and reporting efficiencies;
Be available to interface with internal and external groups (i.e. Executive Director of NFC,
administrative staff, payroll provider, human resources consultant, external auditors, etc.)
between the hours of 8am and 5pm Eastern Time, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays.
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Tax Reporting Requirements

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The firm awarded the contract to perform accounting/bookkeeping services with limited
benefit administration will provide monthly to the Chief Financial Officer of the Juvenile
Welfare Board a report with the following information on each of the NFC’s:








The timeliness of the submittal of accounts payable for processing weekly
The number of out of cycle checks requested
The response to questions regarding accounts payable documents submitted for processing
(missing account codes, approval signatures, etc)
The lack of documentation to support accounts payable submitted for processing
The timeliness of providing information regarding new/termed employees to ensure
changes are made regarding insurance benefits and/or collection of benefits from these
employees
The timeliness of submitting credit card statements and documentation for payment
The timeliness of the review of monthly bank reconciliations by both the Executive
Director and Board Chair.
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MINIMAL CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The contractual terms and conditions provided in Attachment 1 may be included in any
contract with the vendor selected by JWB. Proposer is advised that exceptions to any of the
terms contained in Attachment 1 must be identified in its response to the RFP. Absence of
Proposer’s exceptions to the contractual terms or any portion thereof shall be deemed an
acceptance of the same to with Proposer shall not object to including in the Agreement.
Proposer’s desire to take exception to a non-negotiable term will not disqualify it from
consideration for award. Exceptions may be considered in the selection process, and may be
included in the final contract between JWB and the Proposer.

2.8

INSURANCE
The Proposer must provide a certificate of insurance and endorsement in accordance with the
insurance requirements listed in Attachment 1 – Sample Contract prior to entering into a formal
contract. Failure to provide the required insurance within a ten (10) day period following the
award may result in JWB vacating the original determination or recommendation and
proceeding with recommendation to the second responsive, responsible Proposals.
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2.7
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3.0 PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
The following must be received by the Proposal due date and must be submitted in the order provided
in section 1.10 of this RFP:
3.1

FORM 1 – PROPOSAL SIGNATURE FORM

3.2

FIRM’S QUALIFICATIONS
This section must not exceed 2 pages, excluding any attachments.

3.3

AF
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1. Attach audited financial information for the past two (2) completed fiscal (calendar) years
that includes income statements, balance sheets, and a statement of cash flows, OR
Privately-held companies wishing to maintain confidential financial information must
attach information detailing the firm’s stability including a Dunn & Bradstreet Report (D
& B).
2. Provide the firm’s background including a brief history, present status, future plans, core
competencies, firm size, and length of time the firm has been in business.
3. Describe the firm’s experience in providing the same or similar services as outlined in the
RFP for not-for-profit organizations of a similar size.
4. Describe the firm’s commitment to staff continuity for personnel assigned to this
agreement.
5. Provide a client listing of all current not-for-profit clients.
FORM 2 – REFERENCES

Provide a minimum of three references from similar size and/or type of organizations within
the last five years.
QUALIFICIATIONS AND EXPERIENCE OF STAFF TO BE ASSIGNED
This section must not exceed 1 page, excluding any attachments.
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1. Attach current resume(s) of the staff that will be assigned to this agreement.
2. Provide as much information as possible regarding the qualifications, experience and
training, including (if relevant) continuing professional education, of the specific staff to
be assigned to the NFCs.
3. Describe how the quality of staff would be assured.
3.5

APPROACH TO COMPLETE THE SCOPE OF WORK
This section must not exceed 10 pages, excluding any attachments.
1. Companies should describe their approach to completing the scope of work in the RFP,
being sure to list any items they do not feel they would be able to complete, and any
recommendations for alternate or optional services.
2. State what accounting software will be utilized and how information will be shared back
and forth with the NFCs.
3. State what your turnaround time will be to questions asked by a NFC.
4. State the hours of operation that staff will be accessible to staff of the NFC.
5. Describe your recommended approach/policy regarding emergency check cutting and outof-cycle checks.
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6. Describe your data recovery model including data backups and disaster recovery
capabilities.
7. Provide an implementation plan for the transition period.
8. Attach a sample of a monthly/year-to-date financial report.
3.5

FORM 3- FEES
Provide an all-inclusive firm, fixed price for the transition period, a firm, fixed monthly fee
for each NFC for the initial contract period, and any price adjustments for the renewal periods.
The price must be itemized by each of the NFC’s listed in the proposal.
FORM 4 – CONTRACT TERMS & CONDITIONS COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

3.8

FORM 5 - NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT

3.9

FORM 6– IRS W-9
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FORM 1 – PROPOSAL SIGNATURE FORM

Firm Name: _______________________

D/B/A: _____________________________

Telephone Number: ____________________

Fax: _______________________________

Firm’s Website Address: _____________________________________________________
Tax ID number (EIN/SSN): ______________________________________________________
Type of Entity:
[ ] Individual or Sole Proprietorship [ ] Partnership [ ] Limited Liability
Company [ ] Corporation [ ] Not-for-Profit [ ] Unit of Government (mark appropriate box)
Licensed to do business in Florida? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A
Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________________
State: ________

ZIP Code: _______________

AF
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City: ___________________________

Contact Name and Title: _________________________________________________________
Contact Telephone Number: ______________

Contact Email Address: ________________

The undersigned, as authorized Proposal responder, declares that he/she has carefully examined all
requirements herein and that he/she fully understands the requirements of the same.
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The undersigned further agrees that the information provided in this Proposal is true and correct and
agrees to perform such services in the manner described and subject to the terms and conditions set
forth in the Proposal or as mutually agreed upon by subsequent negotiation.

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________

DATE: __________________

Please sign in blue ink.

PRINT NAME/TITLE: ___________________________________________________________
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FORM 2 – REFERENCES

Firm Name: _________________________________________________________________
Provide at least three (3) references for customers for whom you have performed similar services. All
references will be contacted by a JWB designee via email or phone to obtain answers to questions, as
applicable before an evaluation decision is made.
Reference 1:
Entity Name
Service Provided
City, State

Contact Phone
Contact E-mail

Reference 2:
Entity Name
Service Provided

D

City, State

R

Contact Title

AF
T

Contact Person

Contact Person
Contact Title
Contact Phone
Contact E-mail
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Firm Name: _________________________________________________________________
Reference 3:
Entity Name
Service Provided
City, State
Contact Person
Contact Title
Contact Phone

Entity Name
Service Provided
City, State
Contact Person
Contact Title

D

Contact Phone

R

Reference 4:

AF
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Contact E-mail

Contact E-mail
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FORM 3- FEES

Neighborhood Family Centers/Tasks

Monthly Fee

Transition Period (Flat fee for Quarter 1, Year 1, to include
all of the NFC’s)
Citizen’s Alliance for Progress, Inc.
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

Subtotal:

AF
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Clearwater Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

R

Subtotal:
Family Center on Deafness, Inc.
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services

D

Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

Subtotal:
Greater Ridgecrest Area Youth Development Initiative
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

Subtotal:
High Point Community Pride Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:
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Subtotal:
InterCultural Advocacy Institute
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

Subtotal:
James B. Sanderlin Family Services Center, Inc. (includes FBO and YDF)
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services

AF
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Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

R

Subtotal:
Lealman and Asian Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

D

Subtotal:
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center, Inc.
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

Subtotal:
The Bethel Community Foundation
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

Subtotal:
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Youth Development Initiatives
Full Service Accounting/Bookkeeping Services
Benefit Administration
Alternate or Optional Services:

Subtotal:
TOTAL PRICE (INITIAL CONTRACT PERIOD):
Any Price Adjustment for Renewal Periods

D

R

AF
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TOTAL 5 YEAR PRICE:
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FORM 4- CONTRACT TERMS & CONDITIONS COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

Proposers are to mark the Comply, Exception, or Not Comply column for each Minimal Contract
Term and Condition in Attachment 1. Comply indicates the Proposer understands and agrees to
comply fully. Exceptions must be fully explained below.
Title

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
1
2
3
4
5

Purpose
Documents
Staff
Services
Payment
Method of Payment
Termination
Commencement of Payment
Agreement Revisions
Waiver
Communications
Public Entity Crimes
Certification that Provider is legally able to
contract with JWB
Assignments and Subcontracts
Confidential Information
Public Records
Return of Funds
Special Situations and Incidents
Compliance with all applicable laws
Conflict of Interest
Insurance, Public Liability, Bodily Injury, and
Property Damage
Indemnification

14

Exception

Not
Comply

R

D

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Comply

AF
T

#

For all items marked as “Exception”, Proposer must list the Exception by number and title and fully
explain the exception below:
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FORM 5 - NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT

This Affidavit set forth below must be executed on behalf of the vendor and furnished with every
Proposal.
_ (Name)
__, being dully sworn, deposes he/she is the __(Title)
_ of
__(Firm)_
_, a Vendor that has submitted to JWB a proposal
for a/an __________(Good/Service)__________________, as fully set forth in said proposal and that,
except as specified below, the aforementioned Vendor constitutes the only person, firm, or corporation
having any interest in said proposal or in any contract, benefit, or profit which may, might or could
accrue as a result of said proposal, said exceptions being as follows:
________________(If no exceptions, please state)___________________________.
Vendor further states that said proposal is, in all respects, fair and is submitted without collusion or
fraud; and that no member of JWB is directly or indirectly interested in said proposal.

AF
T

Vendor certifies that to the best of their knowledge and belief: 1) the prices in the proposal have been
arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement, for the
purpose of restricting competition, as to any matter relating to such prices with any other competitor;
and 2) no attempt has been made or will be made by the proposer to induce any other person,
partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a proposal for the purpose of restricting
competition.

R

__________________________________

D

(Affiant)

SWORN TO and subscribed before me, a Notary Public, in and for the below named State and City
this__(Day) __ day of __(Month) __, _ _(Year)_ _.

_______________________
(Notary Public)
_______________________
City
________________________
State
44
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FORM 6 – IRS W-9
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ATTACHMENT 1 - SAMPLE AGREEMENT
I. PURPOSE
The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County, hereinafter referred to as "JWB", and _______,
hereinafter referred to as "Contractor", enter into this mutual Agreement, including all attachments
referred to herein, for the period commencing ____ and extending through ____. This Agreement does
not take effect and JWB has no responsibility for any of its obligations hereunder until this Agreement
is executed by all parties to this Agreement.
II. DOCUMENTS
The following documents, hereinafter referred to as “Contract Documents” are hereby incorporated
into and made part of this Agreement:
1. Request for Proposals for Administration Services Organization prepared by JWB,
hereinafter referred to as “RFP” or “Attachment 2”.
2. The Contractor’s response to the RFP dated ______________, “Attachment 3”.

AF
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In the event of any conflict between or among the Contract Documents or any ambiguity or missing
specifications or instruction, the following priority is established:
1. First, this Agreement and Attachment 1;
2. Second, Attachment 2; and
3. Third, Attachment 3.
III. STAFF

D

R

Contractor may employ staff at its expense, or as outlined in the Proposal, to execute the deliverables
provided in accordance with this Agreement. The Contractor shall not be considered an employee of
JWB and are subject to the supervision, personnel practice and policies of the Contractor. The
Contractor agrees to comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. The
Contractor will ensure that individuals assigned to this project meet the qualifications necessary to
successfully complete the assignment; any changes in assignment of work must be with prior written
approval of JWB.
IV. SERVICES

Contractor agrees to deliver the Services, as defined in the Contract Documents, pursuant to the
General Conditions listed in Attachment 1 and any special conditions as stated in Section IX of this
Agreement.
V. PAYMENT
JWB shall pay Contractor an amount not to exceed $XXX for in accordance with Attachment 2.
VI. METHOD OF PAYMENT
1. Invoices shall be submitted timely and only for deliverables per this Agreement. Invoices must be
accompanied by the appropriate documentation as prescribed by JWB. The final invoice must be
received by JWB no later than fifteen (15) days after this Agreement expires.
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2. JWB shall reimburse the Contractor for allowable expenses within thirty (30) days of receipt of
Contractor’s proper invoice, as provided in Florida Statutes Chapter 218 Part VII.
3. To be deemed proper, all invoices must contain: (a) name and address of the Contractor; (b) invoice
date; (c) the deliverable number and task letter or number associated with the good/service
delivered; (d) an accurate description of goods and/or services delivered; (e) the correct quantity,
unit price and total cost of goods and services delivered; (f) purchase order number and any
discounts, when applicable; and (g) address to which payment should be mailed.
VII. TERMINATION

AF
T

1. In the event funds to finance this Agreement become unavailable, JWB may terminate the
Agreement upon no less than twenty-four (24) hours' notice in writing to the Contractor. Said
notice shall be delivered by certified mail, return receipt requested, or in person with proof of
delivery.
2. JWB shall endeavor, whenever possible and consistent with its legal obligations and principles of
prudent management to provide thirty (30) days’ notice for termination due to lack of funds. JWB
shall be the final authority as to the availability of funds and extension of notice beyond the
minimum time herein stated.
3. In addition to the rights as set forth in paragraph VII.2 above, this Agreement may be terminated
by JWB for any reason whatsoever upon twenty-four (24) hours' written notice. Said notice shall
be delivered by certified mail, return receipt requested, or in person with proof of delivery.
4. Contractor may only terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice to JWB
delivered in person, by facsimile or by US mail, return receipt requested.
5. Contractor shall only be compensated for services performed prior to the termination date.
6. The above provisions shall not limit JWB's right to remedies at law or to damages.
VIII. COMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENT

R

Unless specifically authorized by JWB, payment shall not be made for services rendered prior to the
effective date of this Agreement.

None

D

IX. SPECIAL CONDITIONS

X. SIGNATURES
__________________________________

__________________________________

Dr. Marcie A. Biddleman,
Chief Executive Officer,
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

Authorized Signatory Name,
Title,
Firm Name, Inc.

________________________________
Date

_________________________________
Date
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ATTACHMENT 1
GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Agreement Revisions
This Agreement and its attachments constitute the contractual relationship between the Contractor and
JWB. No amendment to this Agreement or its attachments may be made without the prior written
approval of JWB and Contractor.
2. Waiver
JWB reserves the right to waive requirements of this Agreement and General Conditions where
warranted by special circumstances. Any waiver shall be in writing and signed by JWB.
3.

Communications

4. Public Entity Crimes

AF
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a. The Contractor shall direct all communication and work products to: _____________________.
b. Invoice Submission: If submitted electronically, please email to _________ and copy Finance
(FinanceInvoices@jwbpinellas.org). If mailed, please send to Attn: ______________________.
c. JWB will direct all communication to ____________________________________________.
d. Either party may change its address or other contact information by giving the other party prior
written notice of the new address or other contact information and date upon which such change
will become effective.

D
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Per Section 287.133, Florida Statutes, a person or affiliate who has been placed on the convicted
vendor list following a conviction for a public entity crime may not submit a bid on a contract to
provide any goods or services to a public entity, may not submit a bid on a contract with a public
entity for the construction or repair of a public building or public work, may not submit bids on leases
of real property to a public entity, may not be awarded or perform work as a contractor, supplier,
subcontractor, or consultant under a contract with a public entity, and may not transact business with
a public entity in excess of the threshold amount provided in Section 287.017, for CATEGORY TWO
for a period of 36 months from the date of being placed on the convicted vendor list.
5. Certification that Provider is legally able to contract with JWB
In compliance with F.S. 287.135(a), a Provider is ineligible to and may not enter into a contract with
JWB if the Provider is on the Scrutinized Companies that Boycott Israel List, created pursuant to s.
215.4725 or, is engaged in a boycott of Israel. In compliance with F.S. 287.135(b), for contracts of $1
million or more, a Provider is ineligible to and may not enter into a contract a contract with JWB if
the Provider is (1) is on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List or the Scrutinized
Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Section List, created pursuant to s. 215.473
or, (2) is engaged in business operations in Cuba or Syria. By entering into this Agreement, you are
certifying that you are eligible to contract with JWB and are not participating in a boycott of Israel,
are not on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List, are not on the Scrutinized
Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Sector List and that you do not have business
operations in Cuba or Syria. In addition, this Agreement may be terminated if Provider (1) has found
to have submitted a false certification, (2) has been placed on the Scrutinized Companies that Boycott
Israel List, or is engaged in a boycott of Israel, (3) has been placed on the Scrutinized Companies with
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Activities In Sudan List or the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in The Iran Petroleum Energy
Sector List; or, (4) has been engaged in business operations in Cuba or Syria.

6. Assignments and Subcontracts
Contractor shall not assign the responsibility of this Agreement to another party nor, except as
otherwise noted in this Agreement, subcontract for any of the work contemplated under this
Agreement without prior written approval of JWB. No such approval by JWB of any assignment or
subcontract shall be deemed in any event or in any manner to provide for the incurrence of any
obligation by JWB in addition to the total dollar amount stated in this Agreement. All such
assignments or subcontracts shall be subject to the conditions of this Agreement and to any conditions
of approval that JWB shall deem necessary.
7. Confidential Information

AF
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Contractor must follow all laws regarding confidentiality of information including, but not limited to,
HIPAA. Contractor shall not use or disclose any information which specifically identifies a subject,
respondent, or any individual providing confidential information for this project under this Agreement
and for any purpose not in conformity with federal, state, or local law and related regulations.
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In the event of an improper disclosure of JWB information by Contractor, Contractor shall inform
JWB of the improper disclosure and extent thereof within 2 business days of becoming aware of the
improper disclosure. Contractor shall cooperate fully with JWB and take all necessary steps to correct
and remedy any damage caused by the Contractor’s improper disclosure and to prevent future
improper disclosure. Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless JWB from any and all
damages caused by the improper disclosure of any confidential information as defined by law
including, but not limited to, Protected Health Information under HIPAA and any and all costs
associated with remedying the disclosure. Contractor will indemnify and hold harmless JWB from
any and all damages caused by the improper disclosure as defined by law of any information including
but not limited to personally identifiable information (PII) and protected health information (PHI) as
required under HIPAA, HITECH and FIPA regulations or other information that is confidential and/or
exempt from disclosure per F.S. 119. JWB owns all data created as a result of this contract and has
full discretion as to the use of the data. This provision shall survive the termination of this Agreement.
8. Public Records

JWB is a public entity subject to Florida's Public Records Law, which includes provisions relating to
records retention, production and confidentiality.

IF THE CONTRACTOR HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE
APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO THE
CONTRACTOR'S DUTY TO PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING TO
THIS CONTRACT, CONTACT THE CUSTODIAN OF PUBLIC RECORDS
AT:
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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14155 58th St. No., Ste. 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
(727) 453-5600
communications@jwbpinellas.org
Contractors acting on behalf of JWB must comply with 119.0701 and must:
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1) Keep and maintain public records required by JWB to perform the service.
2) Upon request from JWB's custodian of public records, provide JWB with a copy of the
requested records or allow the records to be inspected or copied within a reasonable time at a
cost that does not exceed the cost provided in F.S. 119 or as otherwise provided by law.
3) Ensure that public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records
disclosure requirements are not disclosed except as authorized by law for the duration of the
contract term and following completion of the contract if the contractor does not transfer the
records to the public agency.
4) Upon completion of the contract, transfer, at no cost, to JWB all public records in possession
of Contractor or keep and maintain public records required by JWB to perform the service. If
the Contractor transfers all public records to JWB upon completion of the contract, Contractor
shall destroy any duplicate public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from
public records disclosure requirements. If Contractor keeps and maintains public records upon
completion of the contract, the Contractor shall meet all applicable requirements for retaining
public records. All records stored electronically must be provided to JWB, upon request from
JWB's custodian of public records, in a format that is compatible with the information
technology systems of JWB.
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In addition, Contractors should be aware that social security numbers are confidential and exempt
from disclosure (119.071(5)) and personal identifying information of a child or the parent or guardian
of the child held by JWB or service provider under contract with JWB is exempt from disclosure
(125.901(11)). There are many other exemptions in the law that Contractor should be cognizant exist.
However, for all Contractors, any and all contracts between JWB and Contractor, program
methodology, budgets, requests for reimbursements, emails, other written correspondence and any
other documents exchanged between the Provider and JWB are generally public records and will be
disclosed in the sole discretion of JWB and must be retained in accordance with Florida's record
retention policy. Providers should not provide any documents to JWB containing Trade Secrets, as
defined by F.S. 812.08, or exempt or confidential and exempt information to JWB without specifically
marking such document. By submitting any documents or information whatsoever to JWB, Contractor
agrees that JWB may use and disclose all information and documents submitted for any purpose JWB
sees fit and that it is within JWB's sole discretion to determine if any information submitted is exempt
from disclosure.
Any Contractor who receives a Public Records request for records pertaining to JWB or services
funded by JWB, must advise JWB within two (2) business days of the records request and JWB and
Contractor will work together to respond to any such request. This provision shall survive termination
of this Agreement.
9. Return of Funds
Contractor agrees to return to JWB any overpayment due to costs not incurred or costs disallowed
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and such funds shall be considered JWB funds and shall be
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refunded to JWB in accordance with its instructions. Should Contractor fail to return said funds,
Contractor shall be responsible for all costs and fees of collection incurred by JWB, including, but not
limited to attorney fees and court costs including any pre-suit collections fees and costs. This
provision survives termination of this Agreement and return of funds for overpayment or disallowance
will be required even if the overpayment or disallowance is discovered after this Agreement is
terminated.
10. Special Situations and Incidents
Contractor agrees to inform JWB within one (1) business day of any circumstances or events which
may reasonably be considered to jeopardize its capability to continue to meet its obligations under the
terms of this Agreement.
11. Compliance with all applicable laws
Consultant (and its employees and contractors) represents that all actions taken by Consultant will be
in conformity with all local, state and federal, laws, rules, regulations, directives and orders.
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12. Conflict of Interest
The Contractor represents that it presently has no interest and shall acquire no interest, either direct or
indirect, which would conflict in any manner with the performance or services required hereunder.
The Contractor further represents that no person having any such interest shall be employed by the
Contractor during the agreement term and any extensions.
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The Contractor shall promptly notify the JWB point of contact, in writing, of all potential conflicts of
interest for any prospective business association, interest, or other circumstance, which may influence
or appear to influence the Contractor’s judgment or quality of services being provided hereunder.
Such written notification shall identify the prospective business association, interest or circumstance,
the nature of work that the Contractor may undertake and request an opinion of JWB as to whether
the association, interest or circumstance would, in the opinion of JWB, constitute a conflict of interest
if entered into by the Contractor. JWB agrees to notify the Contractor of its opinion, within thirty (30)
days of receipt of notification by the Contractor.

13. Insurance, Public Liability, Bodily Injury, and Property Damage
Contractor will procure, pay for, and maintain, throughout the period of this Agreement, on behalf of
the Contractor and JWB, the following MINIMUM limits of insurance coverage with responsible
companies, eligible to do business in the State of Florida, which maintain a rating of A-IX or higher
with AM Best.
A. Commercial General Liability
General Aggregate
Products/Completed Operations Aggregate
Personal and Advertising Injury
Each occurrence

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000

Such insurance shall be no more restrictive than that provided by the latest edition of the
standard Commercial General Liability Form (Form CG 00 01) as filed for use in the State of
Florida by the Insurance Services Office (ISO), without any restrictive endorsements other
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than any endorsements specifically required by ISO or the State of Florida.
JWB and its officials, officers and employees shall be included as an “Additional Insured” on
the Commercial General Liability coverage a form no more restrictive than ISO form CG 20
10 (Additional Insured – Owners, Lessees, or Contractor).
B. Professional Liability
Each Claim
Annual Aggregate

$1,000,000
$1,000,000

Such insurance shall be on a form acceptable to JWB and shall cover Contractor for those
sources of liability arising out of the rendering or failure to render professional services in the
performance of the services required in the Agreement including any hold harmless and/or
indemnification agreement.
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If, the Professional Liability is provided on a Claims Made Form, the retroactive date must be
no later than the first date of this Agreement and such claims-made coverage must respond to
all claims reported within three years following the period for which coverage is required. A
maximum deductible or self-insured retention of $5,000 per claim/occurrence shall be
permitted for this coverage.
Excess or Umbrella Insurance:

All required limits of insurance may be satisfied by the use of any combination of primary and
excess/umbrella liability insurance coverages. All Certificates of Insurance for umbrella and excess
liability policies should clearly indicate which underlying policies such excess or umbrella liability
policies are applicable to on an excess basis.

R

Evidence of Insurance:

Contractor shall not commence work until the required insurance is in force and evidence of insurance
acceptable to JWB has been provided to, and approved by, JWB.

D

JWB at all times reserves the right to request such additional documentation and evidence of insurance
as in its sole discretion it may require and the Contractor hereby agrees to provide same. An
appropriate Certificate of Insurance (which identifies the project) signed by an authorized
representative of the insurer shall be satisfactory evidence of insurance. With respect to the
Commercial General Liability, an appropriate Certificate of Insurance (which identifies the project)
signed by an authorized representative of the insurer, and copies of the actual additional insured
endorsement(s) as issued on the policy(ies), shall be satisfactory evidence of such insurance.
The evidence of insurance provided by Contractor must include a disclosure of the amount(s) of all
deductibles or self-insured retentions applicable to any policy of insurance required under this section.
The Contractor’s disclosure of deductibles and self-insured retentions should also include a listing of
those policies to which no deductible or self-insured retention is applicable.
Until such insurance is no longer required by this Agreement, Contractor shall provide JWB with
renewal or replacement evidence of insurance at least fifteen (15) days prior to the expiration or
termination of such insurance.
Notwithstanding the prior submission of a Certificate of Insurance, copies of endorsements, or other
evidence initially acceptable to JWB, if requested by JWB, Contractor shall, within thirty (30) days
after receipt of a written request from JWB, provide JWB with a certified copy(ies) of the policy(ies)
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providing the coverage required herein. Contractor may redact or omit, or cause to be redacted or
omitted, those provisions of the policy or policies which are not relevant to the insurance required
herein.
Notice of Cancellation:
All required policies must be endorsed to provide JWB with 30 days prior notice of cancellation.
Primary and Non-Contributory: The insurance provided by the Contractor shall apply on a
primary basis to and shall not require contribution from, any insurance maintained by JWB. Any
insurance or self-insurance maintained by JWB shall be in excess of, and shall not contribute with,
the insurance provided by Contractor.
Deductibles/Self-Insured Retentions:
Except as otherwise specifically authorized in this
Agreement, no deductible or self-insured retention for any insurance required of Contractor pursuant
to this Agreement will be allowed. To the extent any required insurance is subject to any deductible
or self-insured retention (whether with or without prior approval of JWB), Contractor shall be solely
responsible for paying any such deductible or self-insured retention.
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Non-Waiver/Remedies:
Compliance with these insurance requirements shall not limit the
liability of Contractor, its subcontractors, sub-subcontractors, employees or agents. Any remedy
provided to JWB or JWB’s officials, officers or employees by the insurance provided by Contractor
shall be in addition to and not in lieu of any other remedy (including, but not limited to, as an
indemnitee of Contractor) available to JWB under this Agreement or otherwise.
Neither approval nor failure to disapprove insurance furnished by Contractor shall relieve Contractor
from the responsibility to provide insurance as required by this Agreement.
14. Indemnification
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Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless JWB, its agents, and employees from and
against any and all liabilities, claims, judgments, or actions including court costs and attorney's fees
that may hereafter at any time be made or brought by any person or entity on account of any claim
including but not limited to, personal injury, property damage, loss of monies, civil rights violation,
or discrimination allegedly caused in whole or part by any act or omission, including but not limited
to, breach of contract, negligent act, wrongful act, intentional act, omission, and any acts of fraud or
defalcation, of the Contractor, its agents, employees, or subcontractors, arising out of or relating to its
performance of this Agreement or for Contractor’s improper disclosure of confidential and/or exempt
information, or failure to comply with F.S. 119 or any other applicable law, rule or regulation. In no
event will the Contractor be liable for or have any obligation to defend JWB against such liability,
claims, judgments, or actions, including costs and attorney's fees, arising out of the sole negligent acts
of JWB. This provision survives termination of the Agreement.
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Center Organizational Chart
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Data
Specialist
Shara Manuel

Volunteer
Coordinator
Doris Sims

Youth Dev
Foundation
(YDF)

Family Support
Program Director
Hope Dove

Office Assistant
Yolette Laviotte

Computer
Specialist
Jared Williams

Community
Service
Workers

Tutors
Riley, Gilliam,
Taylor

Maintenance
Supervisor
George Gilchrist

Literacy
Specialist
T. Cummings

Education

Program Director

Vader Green

Community
Outreach
R. Montgomery

Family Support
Workers
Raytoyia Brooks
Gwenetta Martin
Ilene Beachman

Lead Youth Worker
Tim Ross
Youth Worker
Rashad Bush
Dominique Patterson

Janitor
Melvina Parham
James Young
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Revised 11/2016

Organizational Chart Youth Development
Initiatives, Inc.
Executive Director/Board Chair
Program Coordinator
Beverly Lightfoot

Edward Mckahand
Board Members

Asst. Executive Director

10 board members

Janine Stafford

1 youth board member

Asst. Executive Director
CQI/Program Evaluation

Data Entry
Karalia Baldwin

Eleanor Breland
Dr. Joe Smiley

Secretary

Program Directors
Reading Coach
Wanda Pleasent

Dr. Randolph Lightfoot

Volunteers

Alana Lawson
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Academic Lab Advance
Learning Centers

Cultural Awareness

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Members

Community Service

Florida Educators
Retired Educators
Retired Social Worker

Leadership Skill

Counselors
Lawyer

Personal Growth

Judges
Business Owners
Criminal Justice Professionals

Health and Wellness

Health Related Professionals
Technology Professionals
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Board Treasurer
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Finance Committee Meeting
June 5, 2018
Allocation Increase for myON® Reading Platform
Item I.C.
®

Recommended Action:

Allocate Increase for myON from $60,500 to $150,000

Strategic Plan Alignment:

School Success

Request
Staff are requesting a budget amendment to increase the investment in myOn® from $60,500 to $150,000.
Background
myON® is a digital book library containing over 5,000 age appropriate book titles for Pre-K-12 students.
The platform measures the child’s reading ability (Lexile®) and matches books that align with the child’s
interests, and grade level. myON® has many benefits such as supporting independent reading, promoting
school success, early literacy, school readiness, second language learning, audiobook ability, and children
with special needs.
Current Investment
In May 2017, JWB entered into a contract with myON® for $28,500 to serve the Neighborhood Family
Centers (NFC) and Community Out-of-School Time programming. At the time, JWB entered into the
agreement with myON®, Pinellas County Schools was contracting with myON® to serve over 57 schools
with a total investment of $342,000. JWB’s investment was directed to serve those students who were not
served in the schools funded to provide myON®.
In addition to the JWB and school investment, the United Way Suncoast funds myON® for $60,000 in
Pinellas County. Those funds are directed to Pinellas County Schools and are used to supplement the total
school investment in myON®.
In February 2018, JWB expanded the contract with myON® as a part of the new and expanded funding
initiative to support an early literacy pilot led by Lutheran Services. The pilot serves children birth to five
in their Head Start programs. This increased JWB’s funding of myON® by $32,000; JWB’s total
investment after the Lutheran Services pilot project is $60,500.
Utilization
JWB funding has served 204 students who completed approximately 3,500 books. Lutheran Services has
to date completed 591 books with their Pre-K students.
From August 2017 to date, Pinellas County Schools students have completed over one million books; 25
percent of utilization is during out of school hours.
Use of the platform has resulted in gains of 104 percent on the Lexile® scale.
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Community Model
myON® is able to provide services for every child in Pinellas County for $600,000, regardless of what
school they attend (including private schools and home schooled children). The current investment of
United Way and Pinellas County Schools is $392,000. An additional $208,000 is required to support the
community model. JWB is requesting an increase in the investment to $150,000.00. This aligns with the
data that supports 25 percent of the children’s reading time occurs outside of school (25 percent of
$600,000 is $150,000.00).
The community model provides multiple benefits:






All children have access regardless of their socioeconomic factors.
If the child doesn’t have access to the Internet at home, then the child can download books at a
NFC or school and then read at home.
The books often supplement the school curriculum.
All children can align their reading with their specific interests, thus increasing their desire to
read.
The testing component allows for children and parents to see measured progress in their reading.

The investment aligns with the Campaign for Grade-Level Reading, Early Readers, Future Leaders. The
goal of the campaign is to ensure all children are reading by third grade – the platform supports the efforts
of the campaign.
Staff Resource: Judith Warren
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Finance Committee Meeting
June 5, 2018
Quality Early Learning Expansion Site Request
for Qualifications
Item II.A.
Recommended Action:

Discussion Only

Strategic Plan Alignment:

Administration

For discussion is the attached Quality Early Learning Initiative Expansion Request for
Qualifications (RFQ). The purpose of the solicitation is to select the most qualified
organization willing to develop and administer a high quality early learning center based on the
Eight Components of High Quality Early Learning, and modeled after the existing Quality
Early Learning Initiative (QELI) sites administered by UMCM Suncoast and Lew Williams (R’
Club) in alignment with JWB’s Strategic Plan.
Interested organizations may submit one statement of qualifications. The result of this RFQ
will not automatically result in a contractual agreement. This RFQ will qualify Respondent(s)
who have the capability to provide the required services. Respondent(s) determined to be
qualified may then be invited to negotiate an agreement for quality early learning services.
The RFQ will be evaluated and scored by a team of JWB staff using the following criteria and
points:
Evaluation Criteria
Organizational Capacity
Programmatic Capacity
Site Capacity
Funding Capacity
Total Potential Points

Points
20%
40%
40%
20%
100%

The timeline for the RFQ is as follows:
Date
06/18/2018
07/03/2018
07/05/2018
07/09/2018

Activity
RFQ Released
Optional Pre-Submittal Conference at 2:00 PM, Juvenile Welfare
Board, Room 191
Deadline for Receipt of Questions by 12:00 PM EST
Written Responses to Questions Released
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07/12/2018
07/17/2018
08/08/2018
08/16/2018
08/21/2018
08/24/2018
Sept. 2018
TBD
TBD
Within 3 days of the
Board Approval
Date
TBD

Technical Assistance Review by Appointment
Qualifications Due Date by 12:00 PM EST
Evaluation Committee Meeting at 8:30 AM, Juvenile Welfare
Board, Room 191
Interview Top Respondents at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 191
Evaluation Committee Meeting at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare
Board, Room 191
Present Recommendations to the JWB Executive Team at 2:00
PM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Contract Negotiations with Top Qualified Respondent
Present Recommendations to the JWB Finance Committee
Board Action to Award at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 191
Announce Intent to Award

Execute Agreements

The draft RFQ is attached for review and discussion.
Attachments:

Draft Quality Early Learning Initiative Expansion Request for
Qualifications

Staff Resource:

Brian Jaruszewski
Diana Carro
Lorrayne Hayes
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
For
Quality Early Leaning Initiative Expansion

AF
T

SUBMITTAL CONFERENCE
Tuesday, July 3, 2018
2:00 PM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 105
SUBMISSION DUE DATE AND TIME
Tuesday, July 17, 2018 Noon EST

D

R

DELIVERY OF QUALIFICATIONS
Written Qualifications must be submitted via email to RFP@jwbpinellas.org

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
(727) 453-5600
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1.0 INSTRUCTIONS

1.1

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County (JWB) was established in 1946 as the nation’s
first countywide agency investing dedicated property tax revenues to better the lives of
children and families. JWB was created by a Special Act and is an Independent Special District
pursuant to F.S. Ch. 189. Guided by its mission, JWB invests in partnerships, innovation, and
advocacy to strengthen Pinellas County children and families. JWB’s efforts also strengthen
neighborhoods, communities, and schools, making Pinellas County a better place for everyone
to live.

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES (DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
An addendum will be issued if it is necessary to adjust any of the specific dates and times
below:

07/05/2018
07/09/2018
07/12/2018
07/17/2018
08/08/2018

Activity
RFQ Released
Optional Pre-Submittal Conference at 2:00 PM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 105
Deadline for Receipt of Questions by 12:00 PM EST
Written Responses to Questions Released
Technical Assistance Review by Appointment
Qualifications Due Date by 12:00 PM EST
Evaluation Committee Meeting at 8:30 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 191
Interview Top Respondents at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room
181
Evaluation Committee Meeting at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board,
Room 191
Present Recommendations to the JWB Executive Team at 2:00 PM,
Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191
Contract Negotiations with Top Qualified Respondent
Present Recommendations to the JWB Finance Committee
Board Action to Award at 9:00 AM, Juvenile Welfare Board, Room 191

R

Date
06/18/2018
07/03/2018

D

1.2

AF
T

JWB strategically invests in four key areas of focus designed to improve the lives of Pinellas
children and families: School Readiness, School Success, Prevention of Child Abuse and
Neglect; and Strengthening Community. The decision to build supports, allocate resources,
and establish partnerships is further guided by a set of principles that include a commitment to
quality, prioritizing early intervention and prevention resources for the most vulnerable
children, investing in promising practices, maintaining public accountability, and continued
flexibility in responding to emerging issues that impact Pinellas children, especially in JWB’s
four key focus areas.

08/16/2018
08/21/2018
08/24/2018
Sept, 2018
TBD
TBD
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Within 3 days of the
Board Approval Date
TBD

1.3

Announce Intent to Award
Execute Agreements

COMMUNICATION WITH JWB
All Respondent communication concerning this Request for Qualifications (RFQ) must be
directed to the Budget and Business Services Division. The point of contact is:
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Attn: Lorrayne Hayes, Sr. Contract Manager and Purchasing Agent
14155 58TH Street North, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
rfp@jwbpinellas.org
727-453-5654

PRE-QUALIFICATIONS CONFERENCE

AF
T

1.4

An optional Pre-Submittal Conference will be held on Tuesday, July 17, 2018 at 2:00 PM at:
14155 58th Street North, Suite 100, Clearwater, FL (Conference Room 105).

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR INTERPRETATIONS/CLARIFICATIONS

D

1.5

R

All interested parties are urged to attend. The purpose of the Pre-Submittal Conference will be
to allow potential Respondents an opportunity to present questions to staff and obtain
clarification of the RFQ requirements. Oral statements, oral responses to questions, or oral
instructions will not constitute an amendment to this RFQ. Responses to questions may be
handled as an addendum if the response would provide clarification to requirements of the
Application. If this occurs, a written addendum will be emailed to all who requested a copy of
this solicitation and posted on the JWB website. For official written question responses or if
you are unable to attend, please see instructions in Section 1.5.

All questions pertaining to the terms and conditions or scope of work of this RFQ must be
submitted in writing to rfp@jwbpinellas.org.
The deadline for questions is July 5, 2018, by 12:00 PM EST. Please use email subject line
“Quality Early Learning Initiative Expansion RFQ Question”. Beyond that date and time,
questions will not be answered.
Written questions and responses will become public record and will be made available
via the website (www.jwbpinellas.org ) on the date identified in section 1.2. Responses to
questions may be handled as an addendum if the response provides clarification to
requirements of the RFQ. If this occurs, a written addendum will be posted on the same
website, www.jwbpinellas.org, from which you obtained this RFQ.
1.6

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE REVIEW
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Respondents may submit a request for a technical assistance review of their Qualifications to
Lorrayne Hayes, Sr. Contract Manager and Purchasing Agent. Reviews will be conducted by
appointment at the Juvenile Welfare Board on the date identified in section 1.2. The purpose
of the technical review is to review the Qualifications to see if the Qualifications includes all
critical elements.
1.7

ADA REQUIREMENT FOR PUBLIC MEETINGS
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommodation to participate in public
meetings must submit a request to Joan Chamo via email at: jchamo@jwbpinellas.org or by
phone 727-453-5673, at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.

1.8

ADDENDA ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

1.9

AF
T

Before submitting your Qualifications, you should check the website,
www.jwbpinellas.org, to download any addenda that may have been issued. Receipt and
acceptance of an addendum, if applicable, is to be acknowledged by signing and returning
the document with the Qualifications.
REQUIREMENTS FOR SIGNING QUALIFICATIONS

The Submittal Signature Form must be completed. This form must be signed in blue ink by
an authorized representative of the firm as defined below:
If an individual or sole proprietorship, the owner may sign.

R

If a partnership, a general partner may sign.

D

If a limited liability company, a “member” may sign or “manager” may sign if so specified by
the articles of organization.
If a corporation (for profit or not-for-profit), the CEO, President or Vice-President may sign.
If another individual is granted authority to sign for one of the types of entities above, and for
all other types of entities, authority to sign must be granted by an official document from the
entity authorizing him/her to sign and must be submitted with the Qualifications.
1.10

EXPENSES INCURRED IN PREPARING QUALIFICATIONS
JWB accepts no responsibility for any expense incurred by the Respondent in the
preparation and presentation of Qualifications. Such expenses shall be borne exclusively
by the Respondent.

1.11

QUALIFICATIONS SUBMISSION
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Written Qualifications signed by the appropriate principal of the firm using the required format
provided herein must be received by email at rfp@jwbpinellas.org on or before the due
date/time identified in section 1.2 to be considered. Late submissions will not be considered.
The email size may not exceed 10MB, however separate emails may be submitted if the
Qualifications packet exceeds 10MB.
The Qualifications must be typed single-spaced using 12 point font with half-inch margins.
Smaller font (no less than 10-point) may be used for tables, charts, and footnotes. All pages
should be appropriately numbered and identified by the complete company name in the header
and/or footer. The Qualifications must be assembled as listed below:
Signed Addenda, if issued
Form 1 Submittal Cover Sheet, signed
Qualifications Narrative
Form 2 Client References
Form 4 Contract Terms & Conditions Compliance Checklist
Form 5 IRS W-9

AF
T

It is the responsibility of the Respondent to ensure that the Qualifications is received by JWB on
time at the right location. JWB will reply to confirm receipt of all Qualifications. Respondents
who do not receive an email confirmation receipt should contact Lorrayne Hayes, Sr. Contract
Manager and Purchasing Agent, via at 727-453-5654 to verify email receipt only.
Respondents are encouraged to respond early. JWB is not responsible if technical difficulties
are encountered during the submission process on submission due date.
RIGHTS OF JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD IN REQUEST FOR
QUALIFICATIONS PROCESS
In addition to all other rights of JWB under Florida law, JWB specifically reserves the
following:
a) the right to rank Qualifications and negotiate with the most qualified Respondent.
b) the right to select the Qualifications that it believes will serve the best interest of JWB.
c) the right to cancel the entire Request for Qualifications.
d) the right to reject any Qualifications as nonresponsive and disqualify without scoring if it
contains substantive exceptions to the terms and conditions of the RFQ that cannot be
rectified without affecting the price, quality, delivery or performance of the services being
procured.
e) the right to waive any informalities or non-material irregularities of a Qualifications.
f) the right to request any necessary clarifications or Qualifications data, provided that
information requested does not change the price, quality, quantity, delivery, or performance
time of the services/goods being procured.
g) the right to require the Respondent to perform the services required on the basis of the
original Qualifications without negotiation.

1.13

EVALUATION

D

R

1.12

Responses to this RFQ will be evaluated and ranked by a team of JWB staff. JWB will use
the following process to make a recommendation to the Board for awards:
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Round 1 Minimum Criteria: The following minimum criteria must be met for a
Qualifications to be considered for further evaluation. Failure to meet all of these criteria will
automatically disqualify the Applicant’s response from further consideration:
1. The Qualifications is received by the due date and time;
2. The Submittal Signature Form is signed by an authorized company officer;
3. The Respondent must be a 501(c)(3) at the time of submission.
Round 2 Evaluation: For those Respondent who’s Qualifications pass the minimum criteria,
the following criteria, with the points shown for each, will be used to further evaluate and score
the Qualifications.
Qualifications will be evaluated by an evaluation committee of JWB staff using the
following criteria with the total possible points shown for each:

1.14

AGREEMENT

Weight
20%
40%
40%
20%
100%

AF
T

Evaluation Criteria
Organizational Capacity
Programmatic Capacity
Site Capacity
Funding Capacity
Total Potential Points

R

The result of this Request for Qualification will not result in any contractual agreement. This
RFQ will qualify Respondents who have the capability to provide the required services
hereinafter described (“Services”). Respondents determined to be qualified may then be
invited to negotiate an agreement for quality early learning services at such time as deemed
necessary by JWB. Only those Respondents that respond to this RFQ and that are deemed
qualified will be eligible to negotiate any forthcoming relevant agreement.

D

Respondent agrees that if qualified for the Services, Respondent will enter into a written
agreement with JWB to provide all services required in this RFQ, as negotiated. It is
anticipated that the agreement will remain valid for a period of 2 years from date of issuance
unless terminated earlier in accordance with the agreement terms. Add language regarding
Program Methodology and Invitation to Negotiate
1.15

TERM OF PRE-QUALIFICATION
The term of the pre-qualification status shall extend for 2 years from the date of Board
approval.

1.16

TAX EXEMPT STATUS
JWB is exempt from paying sales taxes. JWB’s State Taxpayers Certificate of Exemption
Number is 85-8012646116C-8. JWB is exempt from federal excise tax. All prices should be
quoted FOB Clearwater, FL.
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1.17

PUBLIC RECORDS
In accordance with Section 119.071(1)(b), F.S., all Qualifications submitted shall become
public record after thirty (30) days from opening, or earlier if JWB provides notice of an
intended decision before the thirty (30) days expires. If JWB rejects all Qualifications and
concurrently provides notice of its intent to reissue the RFQ, the rejected Qualifications
remain exempt from the public records requirement until such time that JWB provides notice
of an intended decision concerning the reissued RFQ or until JWB withdraws the reissued
RFF. An Application is not exempt from public record disclosure for longer than twelve (12)
months after the initial JWB notice rejecting all Qualifications. Information that is
confidential and/or exempt from public record disclosure will not be produced provided that
it is legally required that it not be produced or a specific exemption from disclosure exists as
determined solely by JWB. If you believe you are submitting anything that is confidential
and/or exempt from disclosure you must clearly mark it as set forth in the instructions in
Section 1.19 below. However, the determination of whether something is confidential and/or
exempt from disclosure remains in JWB’s sole discretion.

AF
T

TRADE SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS

R

All Qualifications submitted become public records as set forth above. Unless a specific
exemption exists from disclosure, all documents submitted will be released in response to a
public records request. If the Qualifications includes material which is deemed a trade secret,
as defined by Section 812.081, F.S., the following statement should be included in the
Qualifications “Trade Secrets as defined by Section 812.081, F.S. are contained in this
Qualifications and shall not be used or disclosed by JWB except for JWB’s purpose of
evaluating this Qualifications.” However, if a contract is awarded as a result of this
Qualifications, JWB shall have the right to use the information designated as trade secrets to
the extent subsequently agreed upon in writing between the Respondent and JWB. This does
not limit JWB’s right to use or disclose the information if the same information is obtained from
another source. In addition, each and every page that contains information that the Respondent
contends contains information that is a Trade Secret as defined by Section 812.081, F.S., must
be clearly marked and site the specific statute language that applies to/justifies the legal
exclusion, as such by the Respondent prior to submission to JWB.

D

1.18

In addition, if a Respondent believes that a Qualifications contains any information that is
confidential and/or exempt from the disclosure requirements of Chapter 119, F.S., each page
containing such information must be clearly marked as such by the Respondent prior to
submission along with a citation to a statutory exemption or other law prohibiting the disclosure
of the marked information.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, nothing contained in the Qualifications shall be
deemed or interpreted to restrict or prevent JWB from complying with the disclosure
requirements of Chapter 119, F.S., when material or information is incorrectly, as determined
solely within JWB’s discretion, identified as confidential and/or exempt from disclosure as a
Trade Secret, other statutory exemption or otherwise by the Respondent.
Respondents are strongly discouraged from submitting any information that the Respondent
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feels is confidential and/or exempt from public records disclosure such as information that is a
Trade Secret per 812.081 as JWB will comply with the public records law and will make the
determination within its sole discretion as to whether information submitted by an Respondent
that an Respondent claims is exempt from disclosure is in fact, exempt from disclosure. By
submitting this Qualifications, the Respondent submits all information at its own risk and
covenants not to sue JWB and waives any claim against JWB in connection with or as a result
of any disclosures by JWB of any information contained in the Qualifications. By submitting
the Qualifications, the Respondent agrees that JWB may use and disclose all information
submitted for any purpose JWB sees fit and that it is within JWB’s sole discretion to determine
if any information submitted is confidential and/or exempt from disclosure.
1.19

PUBLIC ENTITY CRIMES
The Respondent, by submitting a Qualifications, attests they have not been placed on the
convicted vendor list.

CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY TO SUBMIT BID/QUALIFICATIONS

R

1.20

AF
T

Per Section 287.133, Florida Statutes, a person or affiliate who has been placed on the
convicted vendor list following a conviction for a public entity crime may not submit a bid,
Qualifications, or reply on a contract to provide any goods or services to a public entity; may
not submit a bid, Qualifications, or reply on a contract with a public entity for the construction
or repair of a public building or public work; may not submit bids, Qualifications, or replies
on leases of real property to a public entity; may not be awarded or perform work as a
contractor, supplier, subcontractor, or consultant under a contract with any public entity; and
may not transact business with any public entity in excess of the threshold amount provided in
s. 287.017 for CATEGORY TWO for a period of 36 months following the date of being placed
on the convicted vendor list.

D

In compliance with F.S. 287.135, a company is ineligible to and may not bid on, submit a
Qualifications for, or enter into or renew a contract with JWB for good or services of $1 million
or more if at the time of bidding or submitting a Qualifications the company is (a) on the
Scrutinized Companies that Boycott Israel List, created pursuant to s. 215.4725 or is engaged
in a boycott of Israel; (b) is on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List or the
Scrutinized Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Section List, created
pursuant to s. 215.473; or, (c) is engaged in business operations in Cuba or Syria. By
submitting your bid/Qualifications, you are certifying that you are eligible to submit the bid or
Qualifications and contract with JWB and are not participating in a boycott of Israel, are not
on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List, are not on the Scrutinized
Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Sector List and that you do not have
business operations in Cuba or Syria.
1.21

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The Respondent represents that it presently has no interest and shall acquire no interest, either
direct or indirect, which would conflict in any manner with the performance or services
required hereunder. The Respondent further represents that no person having any such interest
shall be employed by him/her during the agreement term and any extensions.
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The Respondent shall promptly notify the JWB point of contact, in writing, of all potential
conflicts of interest for any prospective business association, interest, or other circumstance,
which may influence or appear to influence the Respondent’s judgment or quality of services
being provided hereunder. Such written notification shall identify the prospective business
association, interest or circumstance, the nature of work that the Respondent may undertake
and request an opinion of JWB as to whether the association, interest or circumstance would,
in the opinion of JWB, constitute a conflict of interest if entered into by the Respondent. JWB
agrees to notify the Respondent of its opinion, within thirty days of receipt of notification by
the Respondent.
1.22

COLLUSION

PROTEST PROCEDURE

Bid/Qualifications Protests. Any actual or prospective bidder or proposer, who is allegedly
aggrieved in connection with the issuance of a bid or proposal package or pending award of a
contract, may protest the decision by following the procedure below.

R

Posting. JWB shall publicly post the award on JWB’s website within three full business days
after the JWB Board award decision has been made. All bidders or proposer will be sent an
email with the notice of award to the email address provided in the bid or proposal.
Requirements to Protest.
a) A formal written protest must be filed no later than 5:00 PM, on the fifth business day
after the notice of award has been posted. The formal written protest shall identify the
protesting party and the solicitation involved; include a clear statement of the grounds on
which the protest is based; refer to the statutes, laws, ordinances, applicable section(s) of the
solicitation or Board policy, or other legal authorities which the protesting party deems
applicable to such grounds; and specifically request the relief to which the protesting party
deems itself entitled by Application of such authorities to such grounds.
b) A formal written protest is considered filed when the JWB Chief Executive Officer
receives it. Accordingly, a protest is not timely filed unless it is received within the time
specified above. Failure to file a formal written protest within the time period specified shall
constitute a waiver of the right to protest and result in relinquishment of all rights to protest
by the actual or prospective Applicant.

D

1.23

AF
T

The Respondent, by signing this Qualifications, agrees to the following: “Respondent
certifies that its Qualifications is made without previous understanding, agreement, or
connection with any person, firm or corporation making a Qualifications for the same item(s)
and is in all respects fair, without outside control, collusion, fraud, or otherwise illegal
action”.

Sole Remedy. These procedures shall be the sole remedy for challenging an award of bid or
proposal. Bidders or proposers are prohibited from attempts to influence, persuade, or
promote a protest through any other channels or means.
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Authority to Resolve. The Chief Executive Officer shall resolve the protest in accordance
with the terms of the bid or proposal and shall render a written decision to the protesting
party no later than 5:00 PM on the fifth business day after the filing thereof.
Review of Chief Executive Officer’s Decision.

AF
T

a) The protesting party may request a review of the Chief Executive Officer’s decision
by the Board by delivering a written request for review of the decision to the Chief
Executive Officer by 5:00 PM on the fifth business day after the date of the written
decision. The written notice shall include any written or physical materials, objects,
statements, and arguments, which the Applicant deems relevant to the issues raised in
the request for review.
b) The Board will consider the request for review at the next regularly scheduled Board
meeting after the request is received. It is within the Board’s discretion whether to
allow testimony or argument from the protesting party at the Board meeting. If it is
determined by majority vote of Board members present at the meeting that the award
is in violation of law or the regulations and internal procedures of the Budget and
Business Services Division or any another applicable authority, the Board shall
cancel or revise the award as deemed appropriate within three business days after the
Board meeting.
c) If it is determined by majority vote of Board members present at the meeting that the
award should be upheld, the Board shall direct staff to notify the protesting party in
writing of the Board decision with a copy furnished to all substantially affected
persons or businesses within three business days of the Board meeting. The decision
shall be final and conclusive as to JWB.

D

R

Stay of Procurement during Protests. The decision to stay a procurement during protests
shall be at the sole discretion of the Chief Executive Officer.
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2.0 SCOPE OF WORK
2.1

OBJECTIVE
JWB seeks qualifications from interested not for profit organizations (“Respondents”) to
establish a quality early learning site to serve children and families in the Lealman Area
(Lealman Area Zip Code Map-Attachment 3).
Map with high risk, specific area within the high risk zone that we are looking for the
site to be in. Karen and Cheryl to get map for the RFQ-currently awaiting guidance on
appropriate zip codes.

2.2

BACKGROUND
It’s a well-documented fact that quality early learning programs not only improve a child’s
future but also strengthen the workforce, boost economic growth, and reduce future medical
and social spending. Research tells us that providing high quality early learning experiences
for children at- risk has the ability to change the trajectory of their education and life. The
gains or deficits of the first five years reverberate through a child's academic career, affecting
everything from reading proficiency to high school graduation. Given this, JWB created a
model and began investing in high quality early learning programs since 2012.
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JWB’s first step was to identify and adopt the Eight Components of High Quality Early
Learning, which include Bachelors’ level teachers, a research-based curriculum, and an
emphasis on parent engagement to name a few. From these, the Quality Early Learning
Initiative (QELI) program model was designed. QELI programs were funded to serve children
of lowest means and highest need, from birth through kindergarten entry.

R

The quality of an early learning program is reflected in its structural characteristics and
program components including a licensed facility, national accreditation, staff qualifications,
low teacher-child ratios, evidence-based curriculum, quality environments, and cultural
competence.

D

The Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) believes that high quality early learning environments
provide critical opportunities for children to build a foundation for life success. JWB invests
over $2.5 million annually to provide these opportunities through our Quality Early Learning
Initiative at three locations across Pinellas County.
JWB’s goal for School Readiness is that children served by JWB funded programs will enter
kindergarten ready to learn. JWB’s 2017-2020 Strategic Plan includes Strategy 1.3 to develop
early learning centers that employ best practices in high risk zones throughout Pinellas County.
Objective 1.3.1 states to develop a quality early learning center that adheres to JWB’s quality
standards in the Lealman area with a collaborative funding model, where multiple parties agree
to common goals and outcomes, similar to the Lew Williams Center for Early Learning.
2.3

SCOPE OF SERVICES
JWB is seeking an organization willing to develop and administer a high quality early learning
center based on the Eight (8) Components of High Quality Early Learning outlined in
Attachment 2 and modeled after the existing Quality Early Learning Initiative (QELI) sites
administered by UMCM Suncoast and/or Lew Williams (program methodology is available
upon request).
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The intention and overall goal of the Quality Early Learning Initiative is to target JWB’s most
vulnerable families, at the earliest time of intervention when a child is 2 months through five
years of age, sustaining them over time in programming, and preparing them to be ready to
learn.
The quality early learning center will serve at a minimum 58 children from two months of age
through the end of their Voluntary Pre-Kindergarten year (age five), maintaining the quality
teacher to student ratios outlined in the eight components. Majority of the incoming
participants live and/or work in the Lealman area, as defined in Attachment A. Participants
are eligible if they are 300% or below the federal poverty level or are eligible for School
Readiness funding through ELC. Private pay participants should be less than 10% of the total
population.
2.4

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
 501 (c)(3) Nonprofit
 5.2 in RFQ needs to be updated to updated Board Policies to qualify for funding.













R

PERFORMANCE MEASURES


2.6

Experience working with children 2 months-5 years from diverse, low income, high
risk environments, and/or who may have experienced trauma.
Experience in engaging families
Experience in implementing Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessments.
Experience with accreditation/Gold Seal
Knowledge of Pinellas County

80 percent of children will meet or exceed the expectations on the Florida Voluntary
Prekindergarten (VPK) Assessment.
80% percent of children, ages 3 to 4 years, will meet or exceed the Widely Held
Expectations on the Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessment.
80 percent of children, ages 4 to 5 years, will meet or exceed the Widely Held Expectations
on the Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessment.
80 percent of children, ages 1 to 2 years, will meet or exceed the Widely Held Expectations
on the Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessment.
80 percent of children, ages 2 to 3 years, will meet or exceed the Widely Held Expectations
on the Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessment.
80 percent of children, ages Birth to 1 year, will meet or exceed the Widely Held
Expectations on the Teaching Strategies GOLD® assessment.

D

2.5
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2.5 DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS

MINIMAL CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The contractual terms and conditions provided in Attachment 1 may be included in any
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contract with the vendor selected by JWB. Respondent is advised that exceptions to any of
the terms contained in Attachment 1 must be identified in its response to the RFQ. Absence
of Respondent’s exceptions to the contractual terms or any portion thereof shall be deemed an
acceptance of the same to with Respondent shall not object to including in the Agreement.
Respondent’s desire to take exception to a non-negotiable term will not disqualify it from
consideration for award. Exceptions may be considered in the selection process, and may be
included in the final contract between JWB and the Respondent.

R
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INSURANCE
The Respondent must provide a certificate of insurance and endorsement in accordance with
the insurance requirements listed in Attachment 1 – Sample Contract prior to entering into a
formal contract. Failure to provide the required insurance within a ten (10) day period
following the award may result in JWB vacating the original determination or recommendation
and proceeding with recommendation to the second responsive, responsible Qualifications.

D

2.7
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3.0 QUALIFICATIONS SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
The RFQ submittal shall contain the following items in the order provided in section 1.11 of this
RFQ:
FORM 1 – SUBMITTAL COVER SHEET
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY –
Provide your current organizational structure, Board composition, audits from the last 3 fiscal years
(Unfunded agencies only), Financials.
Describe how this initiative fits into your agency’s mission and values.
Describe the agency’s and leadership’s experience in early learning.
Describe any organizational resources that can be leveraged for this initiative.
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Describe the qualifications and experience of key personnel that will be involved in this initiative.
Describe your experience and/or your ability to collaborate with multiple agencies to create common
goals and outcomes for children 2 months to 5 years.
PROGRAMMATIC CAPACITY –

Please discuss under each quality component (see attachment) how your agency is qualified
to provide services in this initiative.

D
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1. Licensing.
Please also attach your last 2 years of licensing inspection reports for all early learning
sites, if applicable.
2. National Accreditation
Discuss any experience with accreditation and attach any reports regarding
accreditation, if applicable. Please note that NAEYC accreditation is required to be
obtained for this initiative.
3. Staff QualificationsDiscuss your agency’s strategy or past experience in meeting this component.
Discuss your agency’s staff retention in early learning programs over the last 2 years.
4. Ratios and Group SizeDescribe your agency’s experience or strategy to adhere to the expectations.
5. Family Engagement
Describe agency’s experience in Family Engagement.
6. Evidence-Based Curriculum
•

Describe your experience with curriculum(s) that your agency utilizes for early
learning.
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•
•

Describe your agency’s experience in keeping children actively engaged.
Describe your agency’s experience with or knowledge of Teaching Strategies
GOLD®. Please note that the curriculum for this initiative must be compatible with
Teaching Strategies GOLD®.

7. Quality EnvironmentsDescribe your experience with setting up, maintaining, and reviewing quality
environments for children 2 months to 5 years.
8. Cultural Competence- Describe your experience in the specific issues that arise when
working with at-risk and minority populations including English language learners.
Using the basic principles of self-awareness, respect for diversity, and sensitivity in
communication as a premise for cultural competency, professional development should
not just include racial and ethnic considerations, but also the vulnerabilities of children
growing up in generational poverty, trauma, and children with disabilities/special
needs.
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SITE CAPACITY –
Does your agency have an existing site within the Lealman area (as identified on the map).
If there is not an existing site, discuss your experience and ability to acquire a site.
FUNDING CAPACITY –

Describe your agency’s ability to contribute to or collaborate with other agencies with in order to
sustain funds needed to open and maintain a Quality Early Learning center.

R

FORM 5 – CONTRACT TERMS & CONDITIONS COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST

D

FORM 6 – IRS W-9
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FORM 1 – SUBMITTAL SIGNATURE FORM

Company Name: _______________________

D/B/A: _____________________________

Telephone Number: ____________________

Fax: _______________________________

Company’s Website Address: _____________________________________________________
Tax ID number (EIN/SSN): ______________________________________________________
Type of Entity:
[ ] Individual or Sole Proprietorship [ ] Partnership [ ] Limited Liability
Company [ ] Corporation [ ] Not-for-Profit [ ] Unit of Government (mark appropriate box)
Licensed to do business in Florida? [ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A
Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________________
State: ________

ZIP Code: _______________
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City: ___________________________

Contact Name and Title: _________________________________________________________
Contact Telephone Number: ______________

Contact Email Address: ________________

The undersigned, as authorized Qualifications responder, declares that he/she has carefully
examined all requirements herein and that he/she fully understands the requirements of the same.

D
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The undersigned further agrees that the information provided in this Qualifications is true and
correct and agrees to perform such services in the manner described and subject to the terms and
conditions set forth in the Qualifications or as mutually agreed upon by subsequent negotiation.

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________

DATE: __________________

Please sign in blue ink.

PRINT NAME/TITLE: ___________________________________________________________
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FORM 2- NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
This Affidavit set forth below must be executed on behalf of the vendor and furnished with
every Qualifications.
_ (Name)
__, being dully sworn, deposes he/she is the __(Title)
_ of
__(Company)_
_, a Vendor that has submitted to JWB a
Qualifications for a/an __________(Good/Service)__________________, as fully set forth in said
Qualifications and that, except as specified below, the aforementioned Vendor constitutes the only
person, firm, or corporation having any interest in said Qualifications or in any contract, benefit, or
profit which may, might or could accrue as a result of said Qualifications, said exceptions being as
follows:
________________(If no exceptions, please state)___________________________.
Vendor further states that said Qualifications is, in all respects, fair and is submitted without collusion
or fraud; and that no member of JWB is directly or indirectly interested in said Qualifications.
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Vendor certifies that to the best of their knowledge and belief: 1) the prices in the Qualifications have
been arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement, for the
purpose of restricting competition, as to any matter relating to such prices with any other competitor;
and 2) no attempt has been made or will be made by the Respondent to induce any other person,
partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a Qualifications for the purpose of restricting
competition.
__________________________________

R

(Affiant)

D

SWORN TO and subscribed before me, a Notary Public, in and for the below named State and City
this__(Day) __ day of __(Month) __, _ _(Year)_ _.

_______________________
(Notary Public)
_______________________
City

________________________
State
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FORM 4 - CONTRACT TERMS & CONDITIONS COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST
Respondents are to mark the Comply, Exception, or Not Comply column for each Minimal Contract
Term and Condition in Attachment 1. Comply indicates the Respondent understands and agrees to
comply fully. Exceptions must be fully explained below.
Title

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
1
2
3
4
5

Purpose
Documents
Staff
Services
Payment
Method of Payment
Termination
Commencement of Payment
Agreement Revisions
Waiver
Communications
Public Entity Crimes
Certification that Contractor is legally able to
contract with JWB
Assignments and Subcontracts
Confidential Information
Public Records
Return of Funds
Special Situations and Incidents
Compliance with all applicable laws
Conflict of Interest
Insurance, Public Liability, Bodily Injury, and
Property Damage
Indemnification

14

Exception

Not Comply

R

D

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Comply
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#

For all items marked as “Exception”, Respondent must list the Exception by number and title and
fully explain the exception below:
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FORM 5 – IRS W-9
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ATTACHMENT 1 - SAMPLE AGREEMENT
I. PURPOSE
The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County, hereinafter referred to as "JWB", and _______,
hereinafter referred to as "Contractor", enter into this mutual Agreement, including all attachments
referred to herein, for the period commencing ____ and extending through ____. This Agreement
does not take effect and JWB has no responsibility for any of its obligations hereunder until this
Agreement is executed by all parties to this Agreement.
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II. DOCUMENTS
The following documents, hereinafter referred to as “Contract Documents” are hereby incorporated
into and made part of this Agreement:
1. Request for Proposals for Administration Services Organization prepared by JWB, hereinafter
referred to as “RFP” or “Attachment 2”.
2. The Contractor’s response to the RFP dated ______________, “Attachment 3”.
In the event of any conflict between or among the Contract Documents or any ambiguity or missing
specifications or instruction, the following priority is established:
1. First, this Agreement and Attachment 1;
2. Second, Attachment 2; and
3. Third, Attachment 3.
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III. STAFF
Contractor may employ staff at its expense, or as outlined in the Proposal, to execute the
deliverables provided in accordance with this Agreement. The Contractor shall not be considered an
employee of JWB and are subject to the supervision, personnel practice and policies of the
Contractor. The Contractor agrees to comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and
regulations. The Contractor will ensure that individuals assigned to this project meet the
qualifications necessary to successfully complete the assignment; any changes in assignment of
work must be with prior written approval of JWB.
IV. SERVICES
Contractor agrees to deliver the Services, as defined in the Contract Documents, pursuant to the
General Conditions listed in Attachment 1 and any special conditions as stated in Section IX of this
Agreement.
V. PAYMENT
JWB shall pay Contractor upon Contractor’s completion of, and JWB’s Acceptance of, the services
required herein, as specified in the Request for Proposals. Prices shall remain firm for the duration
of the contract.
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VI. METHOD OF PAYMENT
1. Invoices shall be submitted timely and only for deliverables per this Agreement. Invoices must be
accompanied by the appropriate documentation as prescribed by JWB. The final invoice must be
received by JWB no later than fifteen (15) days after this Agreement expires.
2. JWB shall reimburse the Contractor for allowable expenses within thirty (30) days of receipt of
Contractor’s proper invoice, as provided in Florida Statutes Chapter 218 Part VII.
3. To be deemed proper, all invoices must contain: (a) name and address of the Contractor; (b)
invoice date; (c) the deliverable number and task letter or number associated with the good/service
delivered; (d) an accurate description of goods and/or services delivered; (e) the correct quantity,
unit price and total cost of goods and services delivered; (f) purchase order number and any
discounts, when applicable; and (g) address to which payment should be mailed.
VII. TERMINATION
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1. In the event funds to finance this Agreement become unavailable, JWB may terminate the
Agreement upon no less than twenty-four (24) hours' notice in writing to the Contractor. Said
notice shall be delivered by certified mail, return receipt requested, or in person with proof of
delivery.
2. JWB shall endeavor, whenever possible and consistent with its legal obligations and principles
of prudent management to provide thirty (30) days’ notice for termination due to lack of funds.
JWB shall be the final authority as to the availability of funds and extension of notice beyond the
minimum time herein stated.
3. In addition to the rights as set forth in paragraph VI.2 above, this Agreement may be terminated
by JWB for any reason whatsoever upon twenty-four (24) hours' written notice. Said notice
shall be delivered by certified mail, return receipt requested, or in person with proof of delivery.
4. Contractor may only terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice to JWB
delivered in person, by facsimile or by US mail, return receipt requested.
5. Contractor shall only be compensated for services performed prior to the termination date.
6. The above provisions shall not limit JWB's right to remedies at law or to damages.
VIII. COMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENT
Unless specifically authorized by JWB, payment shall not be made for services rendered prior to the
effective date of this Agreement.
IX. SPECIAL CONDITIONS
None
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X. SIGNATURES
__________________________________
Dr. Marcie A. Biddleman,
Chief Executive Officer,
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

__________________________________
Authorized Signatory Name,
Title,
Company Name, Inc.
_________________________________
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________________________________
Date Date
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ATTACHMENT 1
GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. Agreement Revisions
This Agreement and its attachments constitute the contractual relationship between the Contractor and
JWB. No amendment to this Agreement or its attachments may be made without the prior written
approval of JWB and Contractor.
2. Waiver
JWB reserves the right to waive requirements of this Agreement and General Conditions where
warranted by special circumstances. Any waiver shall be in writing and signed by JWB.
3.

Communications

R

4. Public Entity Crimes
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a. The Contractor shall direct all communication and work products to:
_____________________.
b. Invoice Submission: If submitted electronically, please email to _________ and copy Finance
(FinanceInvoices@jwbpinellas.org). If mailed, please send to Attn:
______________________.
c. JWB will direct all communication to ____________________________________________.
d. Either party may change its address or other contact information by giving the other party
prior written notice of the new address or other contact information and date upon which
such change will become effective.
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Per Section 287.133, Florida Statutes, a person or affiliate who has been placed on the convicted
vendor list following a conviction for a public entity crime may not submit a bid on a contract to
provide any goods or services to a public entity, may not submit a bid on a contract with a public
entity for the construction or repair of a public building or public work, may not submit bids on leases
of real property to a public entity, may not be awarded or perform work as a contractor, supplier,
subcontractor, or consultant under a contract with a public entity, and may not transact business with
a public entity in excess of the threshold amount provided in Section 287.017, for CATEGORY TWO
for a period of 36 months from the date of being placed on the convicted vendor list.
5. Certification that Provider is legally able to contract with JWB
In compliance with F.S. 287.135(a), a Provider is ineligible to and may not enter into a contract with
JWB if the Provider is on the Scrutinized Companies that Boycott Israel List, created pursuant to s.
215.4725 or, is engaged in a boycott of Israel. In compliance with F.S. 287.135(b), for contracts of $1
million or more, a Provider is ineligible to and may not enter into a contract a contract with JWB if
the Provider is (1) is on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List or the Scrutinized
Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Section List, created pursuant to s. 215.473
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or, (2) is engaged in business operations in Cuba or Syria. By entering into this Agreement, you are
certifying that you are eligible to contract with JWB and are not participating in a boycott of Israel,
are not on the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in Sudan List, are not on the Scrutinized
Companies with Activities in the Iran Petroleum Energy Sector List and that you do not have business
operations in Cuba or Syria. In addition, this Agreement may be terminated if Provider (1) has found
to have submitted a false certification, (2) has been placed on the Scrutinized Companies that Boycott
Israel List, or is engaged in a boycott of Israel, (3) has been placed on the Scrutinized Companies with
Activities In Sudan List or the Scrutinized Companies with Activities in The Iran Petroleum Energy
Sector List; or, (4) has been engaged in business operations in Cuba or Syria.
6. Assignments and Subcontracts

7. Confidential Information
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Contractor shall not assign the responsibility of this Agreement to another party nor, except as
otherwise noted in this Agreement, subcontract for any of the work contemplated under this
Agreement without prior written approval of JWB. No such approval by JWB of any assignment or
subcontract shall be deemed in any event or in any manner to provide for the incurrence of any
obligation by JWB in addition to the total dollar amount stated in this Agreement. All such
assignments or subcontracts shall be subject to the conditions of this Agreement and to any conditions
of approval that JWB shall deem necessary.
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Contractor must follow all laws regarding confidentiality of information including, but not limited to,
HIPAA. Contractor shall not use or disclose any information which specifically identifies a subject,
respondent, or any individual providing confidential information for this project under this Agreement
and for any purpose not in conformity with federal, state, or local law and related regulations.
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In the event of an improper disclosure of JWB information by Contractor, Contractor shall inform
JWB of the improper disclosure and extent thereof within 2 business days of becoming aware of the
improper disclosure. Contractor shall cooperate fully with JWB and take all necessary steps to correct
and remedy any damage caused by the Contractor’s improper disclosure and to prevent future
improper disclosure. Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless JWB from any and all
damages caused by the improper disclosure of any confidential information as defined by law
including, but not limited to, Protected Health Information under HIPAA and any and all costs
associated with remedying the disclosure. Contractor will indemnify and hold harmless JWB from
any and all damages caused by the improper disclosure as defined by law of any information including
but not limited to personally identifiable information (PII) and protected health information (PHI) as
required under HIPAA, HITECH and FIPA regulations or other information that is confidential and/or
exempt from disclosure per F.S. 119. JWB owns all data created as a result of this contract and has
full discretion as to the use of the data. This provision shall survive the termination of this Agreement.
8. Public Records
JWB is a public entity subject to Florida's Public Records Law, which includes provisions relating to
records retention, production and confidentiality.
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IF THE CONTRACTOR HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE
APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO THE
CONTRACTOR'S DUTY TO PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING TO
THIS CONTRACT, CONTACT THE CUSTODIAN OF PUBLIC RECORDS
AT:
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th St. No., Ste. 100
Clearwater, FL 33760
(727) 453-5600
communications@jwbpinellas.org
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Contractors acting on behalf of JWB must comply with 119.0701 and must:
1) Keep and maintain public records required by JWB to perform the service.
2) Upon request from JWB's custodian of public records, provide JWB with a copy of the requested
records or allow the records to be inspected or copied within a reasonable time at a cost that
does not exceed the cost provided in F.S. 119 or as otherwise provided by law.
3) Ensure that public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records
disclosure requirements are not disclosed except as authorized by law for the duration of the
contract term and following completion of the contract if the contractor does not transfer the
records to the public agency.
4) Upon completion of the contract, transfer, at no cost, to JWB all public records in possession of
Contractor or keep and maintain public records required by JWB to perform the service. If the
Contractor transfers all public records to JWB upon completion of the contract, Contractor
shall destroy any duplicate public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from
public records disclosure requirements. If Contractor keeps and maintains public records upon
completion of the contract, the Contractor shall meet all applicable requirements for retaining
public records. All records stored electronically must be provided to JWB, upon request from
JWB's custodian of public records, in a format that is compatible with the information
technology systems of JWB.
In addition, Contractors should be aware that social security numbers are confidential and exempt
from disclosure (119.071(5)) and personal identifying information of a child or the parent or guardian
of the child held by JWB or service provider under contract with JWB is exempt from disclosure
(125.901(11)). There are many other exemptions in the law that Contractor should be cognizant exist.
However, for all Contractors, any and all contracts between JWB and Contractor, program
methodology, budgets, requests for reimbursements, emails, other written correspondence and any
other documents exchanged between the Provider and JWB are generally public records and will be
disclosed in the sole discretion of JWB and must be retained in accordance with Florida's record
retention policy. Providers should not provide any documents to JWB containing Trade Secrets, as
defined by F.S. 812.08, or exempt or confidential and exempt information to JWB without specifically
marking such document. By submitting any documents or information whatsoever to JWB, Contractor
agrees that JWB may use and disclose all information and documents submitted for any purpose JWB
sees fit and that it is within JWB's sole discretion to determine if any information submitted is exempt
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from disclosure.
Any Contractor who receives a Public Records request for records pertaining to JWB or services
funded by JWB, must advise JWB within two (2) business days of the records request and JWB and
Contractor will work together to respond to any such request. This provision shall survive termination
of this Agreement.
9. Return of Funds
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Contractor agrees to return to JWB any overpayment due to costs not incurred or costs disallowed
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and such funds shall be considered JWB funds and shall be
refunded to JWB in accordance with its instructions. Should Contractor fail to return said funds,
Contractor shall be responsible for all costs and fees of collection incurred by JWB, including, but not
limited to attorney fees and court costs including any pre-suit collections fees and costs. This
provision survives termination of this Agreement and return of funds for overpayment or disallowance
will be required even if the overpayment or disallowance is discovered after this Agreement is
terminated.
10. Special Situations and Incidents

Contractor agrees to inform JWB within one (1) business day of any circumstances or events which
may reasonably be considered to jeopardize its capability to continue to meet its obligations under the
terms of this Agreement.
11. Compliance with all applicable laws
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Consultant (and its employees and contractors) represents that all actions taken by Consultant will be
in conformity with all local, state and federal, laws, rules, regulations, directives and orders.
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12. Conflict of Interest

The Contractor represents that it presently has no interest and shall acquire no interest, either direct or
indirect, which would conflict in any manner with the performance or services required hereunder.
The Contractor further represents that no person having any such interest shall be employed by the
Contractor during the agreement term and any extensions.
The Contractor shall promptly notify the JWB point of contact, in writing, of all potential conflicts of
interest for any prospective business association, interest, or other circumstance, which may influence
or appear to influence the Contractor’s judgment or quality of services being provided hereunder.
Such written notification shall identify the prospective business association, interest or circumstance,
the nature of work that the Contractor may undertake and request an opinion of JWB as to whether
the association, interest or circumstance would, in the opinion of JWB, constitute a conflict of interest
if entered into by the Contractor. JWB agrees to notify the Contractor of its opinion, within thirty (30)
days of receipt of notification by the Contractor.
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13. Insurance, Public Liability, Bodily Injury, and Property Damage
Contractor will procure, pay for, and maintain, throughout the period of this Agreement, on behalf of
the Contractor and JWB, the following MINIMUM limits of insurance coverage with responsible
companies, eligible to do business in the State of Florida, which maintain a rating of A-IX or higher
with AM Best.
A. Commercial General Liability
General Aggregate
$1,000,000
Products/Completed Operations Aggregate
$1,000,000
Personal and Advertising Injury
$1,000,000
Each occurrence
$1,000,000
Such insurance shall be no more restrictive than that provided by the latest edition of the standard
Commercial General Liability Form (Form CG 00 01) as filed for use in the State of Florida by the
Insurance Services Office (ISO), without any restrictive endorsements other than any endorsements
specifically required by ISO or the State of Florida.

B. Professional Liability
Each Claim
Annual Aggregate
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JWB and its officials, officers and employees shall be included as an “Additional Insured” on the
Commercial General Liability coverage a form no more restrictive than ISO form CG 20 10
(Additional Insured – Owners, Lessees, or Contractor).

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
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Such insurance shall be on a form acceptable to JWB and shall cover Contractor for those sources of
liability arising out of the rendering or failure to render professional services in the performance of
the services required in the Agreement including any hold harmless and/or indemnification agreement.
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If, the Professional Liability is provided on a Claims Made Form, the retroactive date must be no later
than the first date of this Agreement and such claims-made coverage must respond to all claims
reported within three years following the period for which coverage is required. A maximum
deductible or self-insured retention of $5,000 per claim/occurrence shall be permitted for this
coverage.
Excess or Umbrella Insurance:
All required limits of insurance may be satisfied by the use of any combination of primary and
excess/umbrella liability insurance coverages. All Certificates of Insurance for umbrella and excess
liability policies should clearly indicate which underlying policies such excess or umbrella liability
policies are applicable to on an excess basis.
Evidence of Insurance:
Contractor shall not commence work until the required insurance is in force and evidence of insurance
acceptable to JWB has been provided to, and approved by, JWB.
JWB at all times reserves the right to request such additional documentation and evidence of insurance
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as in its sole discretion it may require and the Contractor hereby agrees to provide same. An
appropriate Certificate of Insurance (which identifies the project) signed by an authorized
representative of the insurer shall be satisfactory evidence of insurance. With respect to the
Commercial General Liability, an appropriate Certificate of Insurance (which identifies the project)
signed by an authorized representative of the insurer, and copies of the actual additional insured
endorsement(s) as issued on the policy(ies), shall be satisfactory evidence of such insurance.
The evidence of insurance provided by Contractor must include a disclosure of the amount(s) of all
deductibles or self-insured retentions applicable to any policy of insurance required under this section.
The Contractor’s disclosure of deductibles and self-insured retentions should also include a listing of
those policies to which no deductible or self-insured retention is applicable.
Until such insurance is no longer required by this Agreement, Contractor shall provide JWB with
renewal or replacement evidence of insurance at least fifteen (15) days prior to the expiration or
termination of such insurance.
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Notwithstanding the prior submission of a Certificate of Insurance, copies of endorsements, or other
evidence initially acceptable to JWB, if requested by JWB, Contractor shall, within thirty (30) days
after receipt of a written request from JWB, provide JWB with a certified copy(ies) of the policy(ies)
providing the coverage required herein. Contractor may redact or omit, or cause to be redacted or
omitted, those provisions of the policy or policies which are not relevant to the insurance required
herein.
Notice of Cancellation:
All required policies must be endorsed to provide JWB with 30 days prior notice of cancellation.
Primary and Non-Contributory: The insurance provided by the Contractor shall apply on a
primary basis to and shall not require contribution from, any insurance maintained by JWB. Any
insurance or self-insurance maintained by JWB shall be in excess of, and shall not contribute with,
the insurance provided by Contractor.
Deductibles/Self-Insured Retentions:
Except as otherwise specifically authorized in this
Agreement, no deductible or self-insured retention for any insurance required of Contractor pursuant
to this Agreement will be allowed. To the extent any required insurance is subject to any deductible
or self-insured retention (whether with or without prior approval of JWB), Contractor shall be solely
responsible for paying any such deductible or self-insured retention.
Non-Waiver/Remedies:
Compliance with these insurance requirements shall not limit the
liability of Contractor, its subcontractors, sub-subcontractors, employees or agents. Any remedy
provided to JWB or JWB’s officials, officers or employees by the insurance provided by Contractor
shall be in addition to and not in lieu of any other remedy (including, but not limited to, as an
indemnitee of Contractor) available to JWB under this Agreement or otherwise.
Neither approval nor failure to disapprove insurance furnished by Contractor shall relieve Contractor
from the responsibility to provide insurance as required by this Agreement.
14. Indemnification
Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless JWB, its agents, and employees from and
against any and all liabilities, claims, judgments, or actions including court costs and attorney's fees
that may hereafter at any time be made or brought by any person or entity on account of any claim
including but not limited to, personal injury, property damage, loss of monies, civil rights violation,
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or discrimination allegedly caused in whole or part by any act or omission, including but not limited
to, breach of contract, negligent act, wrongful act, intentional act, omission, and any acts of fraud or
defalcation, of the Contractor, its agents, employees, or subcontractors, arising out of or relating to its
performance of this Agreement or for Contractor’s improper disclosure of confidential and/or exempt
information, or failure to comply with F.S. 119 or any other applicable law, rule or regulation. In no
event will the Contractor be liable for or have any obligation to defend JWB against such liability,
claims, judgments, or actions, including costs and attorney's fees, arising out of the sole negligent acts
of JWB. This provision survives termination of the Agreement.
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ATTACHMENT 2
Eight Components of High Quality Early
Learning
1.

Licensed Facility

2.

National Accreditation (National Association for Education of Young Children or
other nationally recognized accrediting body).

3.

Staff Qualifications- Each classroom or group of children must be led by Bachelor's
Degree level staff and supported by assistants with a Child Development Associate
(CDA) or equivalent certification. Both lead teacher and assistants should have
specific coursework in child development and/or emerging literacy.

4.

Ratios and Group Size- Consistent with recommendations of Zero to Three and
the National Association for the Education of Young Children:
1:3
1:4
1:5
1:8
1:9

Maximum group size of 6
Maximum group size of 8
Maximum group size of 10
Maximum group size of 16
Maximum group size of 18
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Infants
Toddlers
2 year olds
3 year olds
4 year olds

Family Engagement- Research studies have indicated when parents become effective
partners in their child's education, performance in school improves. Family engagement
is building a positive working relationship between the parent(s) and the staff at the child
care setting and is more extensive than hosting events. Centers will commit to provide
evidence-based curricula and best practices for family engagement.

6.

Evidence-Based Curriculum

•
•

•
•

•

Programs must implement an evidence-based curriculum that is thoughtfully
planned, challenging, engaging, developmentally appropriate, comprehensive and
likely to promote positive outcomes for children and youth. The curriculum should
be organized around principles of child development and learning.
Children should be actively engaged.
Curriculum goals should be clearly defined, shared and understood by all. The
curriculum and related activities and teaching strategies are designed to help
achieve these goals in a unified coherent way.
Content is learned through investigation, play, and focused, intentional teaching
and programing.
Curriculum builds on prior learning and experiences and is in alignment with school
instruction. Intentional alignment with school instruction will help children and
youth who are failing or falling behind.
Curriculum is comprehensive, encompassing critical areas of development
including children's physical well-being and motor development, social and
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•

Quality Environments- An effectively designed classroom and/or setting (including
an outside learning environment) has the potential to positively influence all areas of
child development: physical, social/emotional and cognitive. The environment can
support the development of behaviors that are valued in our society, such as
cooperation and persistence.
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9. Cultural Competence-Staff should be trained in the specific issues that arise when
working with at-risk and minority populations including English language learners.
Using the basic principles of self-awareness, respect for diversity, and sensitivity in
communication as a premise for cultural competency, professional development should
not just include racial and ethnic considerations, but also the vulnerabilities of children
growing up in generational poverty, trauma, and children with disabilities/special
needs.

D

7.

emotional development, approaches to learning, language development, cognition
and general knowledge of subject matter areas such as science, mathematics,
language, literacy, social studies and the arts.
A purposeful curriculum will benefit children and achieve a wide range of outcomes
including school readiness and school success.
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Attachment 3-Map of Lealman
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Finance Committee Meeting
June 5, 2018
Program Financial Monitoring Discussion
Item II.B.
Recommended Action:

Discussion Only

Strategic Plan Alignment:

Administration

For discussion will be current program financial monitoring activities conducted at the Sanderlin
Neighborhood Family Center:
A review of the Sanderlin Neighborhood Family Center’s FY17 Financial Statements identified items of
financial concern. Most notably, Sanderlin’s current liabilities exceeded current assets at year-end by
approximately $75,000. This variance could potentially make it difficult for Sanderlin to pay its vendors when
due.
JWB’s Chief Financial Officer met with Sanderlin’s Executive Director and Board Treasurer to ensure that
they were aware of their current financial position and to provide technical assistance. Through the process of
identifying the detailed amounts due, it was discovered that certain of the current liabilities (accrued annual
leave) had been paid out contrary to the approved Sanderlin Board policy. As a result, Sanderlin’s now-current
financial condition has further weakened. JWB’s CEO and CFO met with four members of the Sanderlin Board
and discussed actions and next steps.
Sanderlin’s Board of Directors has convened to address the financial condition of the organization and to take
correct action as appropriate.
The Sanderlin Board Treasurer will be at the JWB Finance Committee meeting to discuss the Sanderlin board
actions.

Staff Resource: Brian Jaruszewski
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